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Radiart vibrators are the
Standard of Comparison for

quality, performance and
dependability in the industry!
Men who

know...

ment, jobbers
servicemen

.

manage-

.... and
ALL agree

that experience over the
years has dictated that
RADIART vibrators are the

ones to buy and use.

AND

... the

complete line

of COMMUNICATION

vibrators offers the correct
replacement for 6 volt
and 12 volt applications.
Be sure you have the new

vibrator replecement Qulde...
write for your FREE copy...

depend on

RADIART
VIBRATORS
...the COMPLETE replacement

line

THE

RADIART CORP.

CLEVELAND 13, OHIO
A

Subsidiary of

CornellDubilier

i
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.
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ABOVE: A General Electric application engineer
demonstrates, on set at right, superior sweep of G -E
horizontal amplifier tubes. Every tube is tested at the

factory for zero -bias plate current and plate -to -screen
current ratio-your assuram-e of exceptional sweep
performance and top reliability.

General Electric horizontal amplifier tubes are

quality -designed for full -sweep, long-life performance!
A \Vl101.E

series of design advancements combines to
make General Electric horizontal -sweep amplifiers high quality, long-lasting tubes.

Enlarged plate areas cut plate and screen emission,
two causes of shrinking raster and picture distortion. A
specially processed screen grid increases heat dissipation, and new, improved beam plates present glass

deterioration front electron bombardment of the bulb.
Also, the possibility of electrical leakage is sharply
mica
reduced. Maximum spacing between elements

... spraying of micas-these

...

effectively
combat harmful inter -element leakage by lengthening
potential leakage paths.
slots

m

u -asures

All General Clectric horizontal -sweep amplifiers have
button -stein construction. This strengthens internal

tube structure, and gives greater heat conduction for
reduced electrolysis and air leakage. Advanced cathode-

processing techniques assure superior operation at low
line voltages, and finned or dimpled plate design
lessens danger

of "snivels"-dark, irregular, vertical

interference on the raster.
General Electric sweep tube every time you
need a replacement! All G -E tubes have this same high
duality that will win new service customers . . keep
Select

a

.

your present customers satisfied. Electronic Components Division, General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y.
Progress /s Our Most important Product
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Twenty-five fresh new beauties to choose
I torn. Currently keeping company with the
entertainment industry's most popular chassis.
New-Free
13 rand -new edition of the Discriminating
PEC Guide
Serviceman's Guide
fowled with vital
No. 4
statistics, on both the old favorites and the new
models. Gives practical techniques for testing
how to tell good ones from had.
(;et the lowdown on what models have been engaged, and
where, by 130 radio and TV manufacturers.
These are facts it pays to have
you encounter more and
more of these slim, trim PEC's every day. Over 75,000,000
now ni circulation.
These beauties are waiting to be picked up at your Cent ralab
distributor. Write us for your copy of PEC Guide No. 4.
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SPRAGUE replacement
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YOU GET EVERYTHING IN A SPRAGUE TVL! Every TVI. for every voltage rating
is made with the more expensive high -purity etched -foil anode construction using
ultra -stable film formation techniques. Cathodes are etched to meet high ripple
requirements. Sprague TVL's give maximum trouble -free service-NO lUMas well as long shelf life. And they perform just as well in the cold North
as they do in the sub -Tropics. Yet this premium quality costs you no more!
I

That's by Sprague Twist-Lok" electrolytic capacitors are the first choice
of leading radio -TV set makers and independent service technicians alike.
Insist on TVL's for more exact ratings ... quality that meets original equipment
specifications ... and all the latest results of capacitor research.

don't be vague ...insist on

SPRAGUE

world's largest independent capacitor manufacturer
PRAGUE RESEARCH IS CONSTANTLY PRODUCING NEW AND BETTER CAPACITORS FOR
Sprague Products Company

4

Distributors' Division of the Sprague Electric Company
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`House

and

times.

for itself several

Really indispensable."
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I

owned.
I've ever
"$est tube tester
Saves time."
operate.
Simple to

"Makes lots of money for us.
Wonderful instrument."
my purpose biU
"Serves
dependa
and
speed

tyfest

or

MODEL

500

»

-

o

DYNAMIC MUTUAL. CONDUCTANCE TUBE

.

FASTEST SELLING

TÉSTERe.

:'

TUBE TESTER

One extra tube sale on each of 5 calls

IN THE WORLD

a day

pays for the Model 500 in 30 days

TeS& Olaf 85%OF

ALL

POPULAR TV TUBES --IN SECONDS

Accurately makes each tube lest in seconds
Checks average TV set in minimum minutes
Tests each tube low

shorts, grid emission, gas

content, leokage, and dynamic mutual conductance.
Ingenious life lest detects tubes with short
life expectancy.
One switch tests everything. No multiple
switching No roll charts.
Shows tube condition on "Good -Bad" scale
and in micromhos Large 02 -inch plastic meter
has two highly occurote scales calibrated
0-6000 and 0-18,000 micromhos

Automatic line compensotion is maintained by a
special bridge that continuously monitors
line voltage.

Enthusiastic comments like those above come from
servicemen all over the country. Actual experience shows an
average of close to 2 additional tube sales per call.
Instead of the "trial and error" method of substitution
testing, the Dyna-Quik 500 quickly detects weak or
inoperative tubes. Cuts servicing time, saves costly call-backs,
shows each customer the true condition and life expectancy
of the tubes in the set, and makes more on -the -spot tube
sales. Helps keep customer good -will, give a better
service guarantee, and make more profit.
The B&K Dyna-Quik 500 measures true dynamic mutual
conductance. Completely checks tubes with laboratory
accuracy under actual operating conditions right in the home
...in a matter of seconds. Saves time and work in the shop,
too. Simple to operate. Easily portable
in luggage -type case. Weighs only 12 lbs.
NET,

$10995

See Your B&K

Distributor or Write for Bulletin No. 500.S

Built-in 7 -pin and 9 -pin straighteners are mounted
on the panel.

*

NAMES ON REQUEST

01
Makers of Dyno-Ouik, CRT,
DynaScon and Calibrator

B a K

'

MANUFACTURING. CO.

3726 N. Southport Ave.

'41'.

Chicago' 13, Illinois

Model 1000 DYNA-SCAN
Picture and Pattern Video

Generala. ~piste Prying

Model 100 CRT
uw
Cathode
Teste and

Spot Scanner. Net. $199.95

tubes.

Model 750 CALIBRATOR
for Ti,"ws.
picture
Net, 554.95

repoiV

iDelign.d to check and odlust
test indruesents wish labors
tory accuracy.
Net, $54.95
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television's most dramatic

indoor antenna

`u.enCJOCuca

c acy.D

[31tec'titoñ

the ultimate in beauty

and perfornialice
Handsome cabinet in choice of traditional
walnut, contemporary blond or smart ebony
tones. Four -section extendable gold tone staff
with 360° Roto -Tilt adjustment; the exclusive
Snyder 12 position Directronic® Beam Selector
For black & white and color; all channels.
10 -day money back guarantee. Insured by the
world's largest and oldest insurance company.

t

I.//fi%

tyJ/l/P.~

fittP Ff.

(/VI'/i/'
PATENTS

PENDING

PHILADELPHIA

LOS ANGELES

TORONTO

EXPORT: ROBURN, NEW YORK

6
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IN GLAMOROUS NEW YORK

WAN A

CITY-ALL EXPENSES PAID PLUS $100 CASH

WEEKEND AT THE W

IN THE PYRAMID TWIST -MOUNT CAPACITOR CONTEST
YOU. CAN'T: LOSE
TOTAL -147 .WONDERFUL PRIZES-PLUS, A PRIZE TO. EVERY ENTRANT.-.. ,:,SERVICEMEN,.ENTER NOW!

IT'S EASY

TO

WIN ANY ONE OF THESE WONDERFUL PRIZES:

editorial director, Radio -Electronics
Oliver Read, D.Sc., publisher, Radio & Television News
Howard W. Sams, chmn. board, Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

JUDGES: M. Harvey Gernsbeck,

GRAND PRIZE: Weekend at New York's fabulous Waldorf Astoria Hotel
for 2, guest of Pyramid. Air transportation from your home to New York
and return. Weekend of entertainment including a visit to the famous
Gaslight Club, dinner at the Waldorf's Starlight Roof, and breakfast at
the Waldorf. Air transportation by CAPITAL Airlines Viscount.

1st PRIZE: One 4 -drawer steel file cabinet plus your choice of 50 sets
of PHOTOFACT folders. Value: $120.45.
FIVE 2nd PRIZES: 5 CR30 PRECISION Cathode Ray Tube Testers. dlr.

HELPFUL HINTS

net $109 ea.

All schematics are of TV sets made in the U. S. by

TEN 3rd PRIZES: 10 CRA-2 PYRAMID Capacitor -Resistor Analyzers. dlr.
net $92.50 ea.
TWO 4th PRIZES: 2 SW -54 NATIONAL Short Wave Receivers. dlr. net

within the past 2 years.

$59.95 ea.
TEN 5th PRIZES: 10 JENSEN professional speaker units consisting of
a D-30 lifetime driver unit and RT-20 rectangular horn, dlr. net $44.40

The unidentified capacitor in each entry

will be

Pyramid Twist -Mount.

a

a

known manufacturer

Schematics for reference may be those published by the TV set manufacturers, Howard Sam's Photof acts, or by any other accepted publisher.
You may enter as often as you like but be sure to include a box top
(showing stock number) of any Pyramid Twist -Mount Capacitor, with your
letterhead or business card with each entry.
WHO MAY ENTER

per set.

FIFTEEN 6th PRIZES: 15 TW CHANNEL MASTER
wave" TV antennas, Model 350. dlr, net $33 ea.

7

element "traveling

THIRTY-FIVE 8th PRIZES: 35 PYRAMID gift certificates entitling you
to $10. (dlr, net) of Pyramid capacitors at your' distributor.

9th PRIZE: WALCO twin -point diamond phono needle. dlr. net $30. For
G.E. Var. Rel. Cartridge.

AND to all

entrants

a

kit of

5

G.E.

of

a

Radio -TV service company

may enter. Officers, employees, (members of their families) of Pyramid

EIGHTEEN 7th PRIZES: 18 PYRAMID Pyra-Pak kits consisting of $69.95
in Pyramid capacitors, metal tool box and tool kit. dlr, net $29.95.

FIFTY 10th PRIZES: 50 WALCO needles for
$3.50 dlr, net.

Any Radio -TV serviceman or employee

twin -point sapphires.

bypass and coupling capacitors featuring

Electric Co. or its advertising agency are not eligible to enter the contest. All entries are limited to residents of the continental U. S. over
21 years

of age.

All entries become the property of Pyramid Electric Co., none

will be

returned and the decisions of the judges are final. In case of ties,
duplicate prizes will be awarded. This contest is subject to all federal,
state and local laws and regulations.
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF FOR 2

A

4

P
CAPITAL AIRLINES

the Pyramid type IMP.

It's easy to win any one of 147 big prizes-just follow these simple rules:
Identify the unnamed Pyramid TM capacitor in the TV set schematic
appearing on this page. Give the Pyramid stock number, name and model
number of TV set. Then mail your entry to Pyramid. Use coupon on this
page or obtain additional blanks from your distributor. A different
schematic will appear in these servicemen's magazines for 4 months.
Prizes will be awarded on a points -earned basis as follows: 5 points for
Contest No. 1; 10 points for Contest No. 2; 15 points for Contest No. 3;
20 points for Contest No. 4; and 10 points each contest for neatness.
Possible perfect score: 90 points. However it is not necessary to achieve
a perfect score to be declared a prize winner.
So act

quickly...send

in your entries early each

month...you can't lose.

PHOTOFACT FOLDERS

MAIL THIS ENTRY BLANK NOW!
Pyramid Twist -Mount Contest, Dept 1
Pyramid Electric Co.
P.O. Box 655, Tyler Park Station, North Bergen, New Jersey

Entry No. (1) (2) (3) (4)-(check one)-Is: Pyramid stock No

Twist -Mount values

CONTEST No. 3

Set manufacturer's name
TV set model No
I
enclose a box top (indicating stock number) of any Pyramid Twist -Mount
Capacitor together with my business card or letterhead or my employer's .

Contestant's name

Position

w"a tNtN tao.t Yw.. maim-.

Contestant's address
City

Zone

State

Zone

State

Employer's Firm name

Employer's address

City
, -.

My jobber's name and address

w-'IIIID'`-+tt...,

"ENTER "AS OFTEN' AS' YOU LINE-FOR:ADDITIONAL`.ENtRY BLANKS
SEE YOUR JOBBER.

Identify CI,A,B,C.D

.

'

CceITEST CLOSES JULY 15,1957
A PHOTOFACT STANDARD NOTATION SCHEMATIC

O

Howard

W.

Sams

a

Co, Inc.

Capacitors, Selenium Rectifiers-for original equipment, for replacement

PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY

North Bergen, New Jersey
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RCA -WV -98A

RCA -W V-87B...MASTER VOLTOHMYST
features a 27 sq. in. meter with mirror
scale. Its easy -to -read peak -to -peak scales
are particularly useful for TV, radar, and
other types of pulse work. Has accuracy
and stability necessary for many laboratory applications. Current ranges from 0.01
ma. to 15 amperes. Complete with probes
and cables, including: WG-299C DC/ACOhms probe and cable, alligator clip, clip
insulator and instruction booklet... 137.50

... ALL -NEW SENIOR

.VOLTOHMYST... incorporates all the im-

RCA -WV -77C ... ALL -NEW JUNIOR
one of the greatest
VOLTOHMYST

portant time -proved performance features
of earlier VoltOhmysts including direct
peak -to -peak readings of complex wave-

...

values in vacuum -tube volt -ohmmeters. Embodies several new design features in
addition to operational characteristics which
have made earlier versions of the instrument the choice of thousands in rodio and
TV servicing, industry, electronics, communications, broadcasting, and in the armed
forces. Complete with WO -299B DC/ACOhms probe and cable, instruction
booklet
59.50*

forms. The new Senior VoltOhmyst includes
an improved circuit providing greater accuracy, and a BIG full -vision meter face with
the easiest -to -read scales ever designed
into a VTVM! Complete with WG-299B
DC/AC-Ohms probe and cable, instruction
booklet
79.50"

Accurate

Stable

Reliable

Portable

'User Price (optional)

Easy -to -set-up

Easy -to -read

RCA VOLTOHMYSTS®

superior quality test instruments for SERVICING...
LABORATORY... PRODUCTION TESTING

Modern engineering, testing, and production
techniques demand test instruments with practical
operating features. RCA VoltOhmysts are "packed"
with practical features which make them especially
suited for operation over extended periods under
rigorous production-line conditions. Features include:
electronically protected meters; accuracy unaffected
by normal line voltage fluctuations; easy -to -read
expanded scales; one,zero setting holds for all
voltage and resistance ranges; accessory probes
extend dc ranges to 50 KV, and extend frequency
response to 250 Mc.
Factory -built, factory -tested, and calibrated to
laboratory standards, RCA VoltOhmysts are the finest
VTVM's for the money. For the VoltOhmyst to fit

your needs, see the chart at the right.

CHOOSE THE VOLTOHMYST
THAT SUITS YOUR NEEDS

Features

Master

Senior

Junior

VoltOhmyst

VoltOhmyst

VollOhmyst

WV-81B

WV 98A

WV -77C

0.02.1500v

0.02.1500,

0.05-1200v

0.1.1500v

0.1.1500,

0.1.1200,

Measurements:
DC Voltage

AC (ems)

Voltage
AC (peak -lo -peak)

Voltage

0.2.4200v

Resistance

0.2-1000 meg.

Current

0

0.24200v
0.2.1000 meg. 0.2-1000 meg.

uamp.-15 amp.

Accuracy:
DC

Current

DC

Voltage

±3%
± 3%

±3%

± 3%

AC Voltage

± 3%

±3%

± 5%

At

lullscale points
+For oositive voltages, ±5%tot negative voltages

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
COMPONENTS DIVISION

CAMDEN, N. J.

-

.

RCA Ultra -Sensitive DC Micro ammeter, WV -141A, For Reading
Extremely "Feeble" Currents.
WV -84A

measures minute currents from 0.002 to 1000 ua-in
six ranges! It can be used as a
very high -resistance voltmeterup to 1005 megohms on 100 -volt
range. And, the WV -84A can be
used as a megohmmeter for measuring resistance up to 90,000
megohms. $110,00' less batteries,

Weltsuited

for applications in

such fields as biology, nucleonics,
chemistry, and electro -mechanics

-as well

as

electronics-the

WV -

84A is completely portable, with a

For technical details on these precision built RCA VoltOhmysts, call your RCA Distributor!
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self -contained battery power
supply,

provide maximum
protection against damage due
to electrical faults
BUSS FUSES

Protection against damage due to
electrical faults can be no better than
the device used to protect the equipment. The safest, most dependable
protection you can get is with BUSS
fuses.

To make sure BUSS fuses will clear
the circuit should an electrical fault
occur,-BUSS fuses are electronically

tested. A sensitive testing device automatically rejects any fuse not cor-

rectly calibrated, properly constructed
and right in all physical dimensions.

This careful testing is also your assurance BUSS fuses won't give a false
alarm by blowing needlessly. Shutdowns due to faulty fuses blowing without cause are eliminated.

By safeguarding users' equipment
against damage-and by eliminating
needless fuse blows-BUSS fuses give
you double protection against loss of
customer goodwill%

With a complete line of "trouble free" BUSS fuses available in all sizes
and types,-it is just good business to
standardize on BUSS fuses.
For more information on BUSS and
FUSETRON Small. Dimension fuses
Write for bulletin
and fuseholders
SFB. Bussmann Mfg. Co. (Div. of
McGraw-Edison Co.) University at
Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo.

...

FUSÉTROÑ'.

BUSS fuses are made to
5457

protect-not to

blow, needlessly

IIVSTWOINII NANO! IN
OIICTIICAI

IOIICIION

Makers of a complete
line of fuses for home,
form,
commercial,
electronic, automotive
and industrial
use.

BUSS
SERVICE, APRIL, 1957
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RAYTHEON
"ALL -SET" TUBES;
designed with Independent
Service Dealers in mind

`---

1

4

When Raytheon engineers design tubes, they are not restricted
to engineering the tubes .to the limited specifications of a
specific TV or radio receiver. On the contrary, Raytheon
engineers must design tubes that combine top quality with
all-around performance in all makes and models of receivers.
Proof of their success lies in the fact that Raytheon tubes are
sold to virtually all TV and radio set manufacturers on a
competitive technical basis.

This ability to perform in many circuits makes Raytheon
"All -Set" Tubes ideal for service dealer replacement work.
Fill'your Tube Carrying Cases and tube shelves with
Raytheon "All -Set" TV and Radio Tubes and you'll be able
to meet tube replacement needs of all sets.
TV-Radio service is your business

...

.

ld
4

serving you is ours

RAYTH EON

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

'

Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations

Newton, Mass.
..10

`Ha

10

Chicago, Ill.

Atlanta, Ga.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Raytheon .makes Receiving and Picture Tubes, Reliable Subminiature and Miniature Tubes,
all these
S Semiconductor Diodes and Transistors, Nucleonic Tubes, Microwave Tubes.
AND SIGF`,

SERVICE, APRIL, 1957
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The Technical Journal of the Television -Radio Trade

The Outdoor Season-Best On Record-Is Here

'HE BUSIEST OUTDOOR SEASON

that industry has

rer had is on deck.

The growing demand for auto -radio, commer.al sound, TV -antenna and community-TV instal lion, repair and maintenance is developing the
oom activity.
The auto -radio market alone is tremendous.
'ver 4 -million of the 35 -million radio -equipped
ors are in immediate need of service, and at least
-million more will require attention as pleasureacation bound drivers begin piling up mileage
luring the coming Spring and Summer months.
There'll he a record -breaking need for replace lent tubes, antennas, vibrators, buffer capacitors
nd other components and accessories. Speakers
'ill also be an important member of the service
it, not only as a replacement item, but as a suplementary unit for the rear installations that are
ecoming increasingly popular.

Rising Opportunities For Commercial Sound

enthusiasm for audio has created a terrific interest in outdoor commercial
sound. And industry has helped the cause by designing components and accessories that can (lo
an outstanding job everywhere, from huge stadiums to the sound truck.
There are more users of outdoor sound on record
today than ever, and the list is growing daily. The
oldtimers-carnivals, auction operators, amusement and ball parks, beaches, sound trucks, playgrounds, parades and pageants-are asking for
more sound. And the newcomers-motels, resort
hotels, rail and freight yards, bus terminals, outdoor dining rooms, swimming pools, to mention
a few are bidding for more sound equipment, too.

1 HE UNPRECEDENTED

-

he Expanding Community -TV Field

Heightened Need For

the increased power of TV staions, and the use of higher and better antennas
n improved sites, there are still thousands of
ities and towns hemmed in by mountains and
ut off from the video line.
The only solution here is the mountain or hill pp antenna tied by coax to TV sets in the valley.
Thousands of such systems have been installed
nd hundreds more will go into operation (hiring
he coining outdoor months. To maintain the re-

hurricanes, sleet and snow storms that
recently hit cities, towns and villages across the
country, have brought about a soaring market for
antenna replacements.
The furious storms sent millions of dollars of TV
antennas to the scrap heap. Calls to check,
strengthen or replace poles and towers, guys, leadins, brackets, hardware and antennas, are mounting daily.
There's quite a job ahead to service all of these
smashed installations, most of which will require
brand new antennas and complete assortments
of accessories.
Across the board, the spiralling need for
auto -radio, commercial sound, community -TV
and TV -antenna service during the outdoor
months adds up to the best outdoor season ever

i OTWITI:ISTANDING

uired ideal performance in the old systems, colniunity-TV operators will call on crews of Service
'en to spruce up the installation-replace the
inter -battered antennas and cables.
The requirements for the old and new systems
rill develop an unparalleled call for thousands of
ew multi -bay high -gain antennas, reels of coax,
.undreds of new amplifiers, and crates and crates
f accessories and assorted hardware.

TV

Antenna Replacements

THE GALES,

recorded.-L. W.
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FIG. 1: MEASUREMENT of the rf potential along a line
which reveals that energy gradually decreases until rf
signal is completely absorbed.

COLOR -TV

%IA

1

FIG. 2: FIRST VOLTAGE node (minimuml on a transmission line which is a quarter wavelength from the open
end as shown.

Transmission -Line Checks

How To Use 'Scope, RF-Detector Probe, and Sweep and Marker Alignment

Generator To Test Efficiency of Twinlead or Coax Lines

by ROBERT KERZMAN,
The Hickok

Electrical Instrument Company

WITH THE ARRIVAL OF COLOn-TV, the

Service Man's attention is once more
directed towards proper antenna installations, of paramount importance
for best possible color reception. All
too often, even after color -TV sets are
properly adjusted for convergence, reception of color, programs is not satisfactory, yet the black and white sets
deliver fairly good pictures. Checks
with a color -bar generator eliminate
the possibility of trouble in the color
receiver and the problem narrows
down to the existing antenna installation, where we find improper matching between antenna and receiver,
causing poor standing-wave-tatios and
excessive line attenuation.
Deteriorated transmission lines or
antenna arrays, poor connections or
broken wires held together by polyethylene insulation are sometimes very
hard to locate without resorting to
drastic measures, such as climbing on
roofs to check existing leadins and
antennas. Mismatch does cause standing waves and in extreme cases multiple images (ghosts) which, while
merely annoying for black and white,
cannot be tolerated for color-TV reception. Mismatch and poor phasing
might also cause partial loss of the
color burst information with a resulting loss of color reception.
Few Service Men realize that they
lrave the means to detect the source of
14
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these problems-the transmission line
-right in their shop. Most TV service
shops have a 'scope with an rf-de
tector probe as well as a TV sweep
and marker alignment generator. A
number of interesting tests on transmission lines can be conducted with
these instruments.
Transmission -Line Theory

Before getting into detailed test
procedures, let's brush up on transmission lines and find out what principles are involved in these tests. Tile
most popular type of transmission line
is the 300 -ohm twinlead but coax
lines are also used; the latter feature
an inner conductor as one wire and
the shield as the other. Both can be

checked with the test equipment
noted.
A transmission line possesses capacitance (between conductors) as
well as inductance and resistance, depending on the length, diameter, and
material of the wires. Because of the
physical uniformity of transmission
lines, capacitance, reactance, and resistance are equally distributed along
the line. The specific impedance of
a given transmission line can be calculated by the formula: Z (ohms) =
J L (henries) / C (farads). If a
transmission line is terminated by a
resistive load equal to the specific im-

pedance of the line, all rf energy fed
into the line is absorbed by the terminating resistance and none is returned to the generator. (\Ve assume
an ideal transmission line without
losses and with proper matching of
the rf source to the line input.)
\Ve know that the ideal transmission line mentioned sloes not exist and
that rf energy fed into any line will
he absorbed to a degree, depending
upon the design factors and the frequencies involved. If we should try to
measure the rf potential along the
line, we would find that it gradually
decreases until the 4 signal is absorbed completely.
Now let's look at a transmission line
which is not terminated properly.
Some of the rf energy reaching the
end of the line will be reflected and
returned to the input; how much, will
depend on the degree of mismatch,
the line length, and specific attenuation. This combination of input and
reflected signal will produce standing
waves of voltage along the line. Let's
assume that the end of the line is
open. Quite obviously the current at
this point ss ill approach zero, while
the voltage svill be high. The first voltage node (minimum) will be a quarter wavelength from the open end.
For the sake of simplification, we have
assumed an ideal line and total reflection.
Next, we short the end of our
transmission line. In this case the voltage at the short will be close to zero
while the current will be high. The
first voltage node will occur a half
wavelength from the open end. Again

R> 300 Ohms

Generator

RF

Level

4411>4411111>

4: WHEN LINE termination is different from a short
(zero ohms) or open (infinite ohms) a condition as illus-

FIG. 3: SHORTING END of transmission line produces
voltage node at half wavelength from open end as
shown here.

FIG.

trated could exist.

With TV -Alignment Equipment
we assume an ideal line and total
reflection.
If our line termination is different
from short (zero ohms) or open (infinite ohms) a condition such as in
Fig. 4 could exist. Here the terminating resistor is greater than 300
ohms. It can be seen that some of the
rf energy has been absorbed by the
load, but the rest is reflected back to

the generator; however, the amplitude
of the reflected rf will be lower than
in our previous cases. Similar conditions will exist with a terminating resistor of a value lower than 300 ohms.

Thus, we can expect reflections whenever the terminating resistance differs
from the characteristic impedance of
our line.
The standing -wave -ratio represents
the degree of mismatch of line terminations and line impedance for terminations other than open (infinite
ohms) or short (zero ohm). A standing-wave -ratio of 3:1 indicates a
termination of
or three times the
specific impedance of the line.
If we could find a simple way of
measuring our maximum and mini-

mum voltage Em and Em,. along the
line, the simple formula: s-w-r =
Em Em,p would give us our answer.
Having obtained the s-w-r we can arrive at some useful conclusions.

/

Measuring Standing -Wave -Ratio
To measure the standing-wave -ratio
of a transmission line, it is normally
necessary to obtain elaborate rf detec-

tion equipment and to move along the
line to determine the nodes and maxima. However, if we change the frequency of our rf signal which is fed
into the line in question, \ve change in
effect the electrical length of the line,
which will cause the nodes and maxima of rf voltage to appear at the
feed point. If we use a sufficiently
high frequency and a piece of line
long enough, we will be able to detect this effect by means of a detector
probe at the feed point and obtain a
pretty accurate indication of the s -w -r.
The picture on the face of our 'scope
will not be a representation of the
voltage along the line; it will just
show how the voltage changes at the
(Continued on page 44)
p
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FIG. 5:' TEST
HOOKUP for sw-r
study. = input
1

o

-,

cable

to vertical
amplifier of 'scope;

411110

,D1I,.
+ -4o-

2=rf-detector

a

probe; 3= 300 -ohm
transmission
line

e

being tested; 4=

O

output cable from
generator; 5 = impedance - matching
adapter (92-300
ohms).

FIG. 6: TRACES obtained on 'scope screen .
using Fig. S setup of test equipment.
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Disc -Type Pentode Tuner

for Portable-TV
Mechanical and Circuit Design Features of

Tuner
FIG.

... Service Procedures

1

Iy

OV

E

E.

PETERSEN,

Project Engineer, Tuner Dept., Admiral Corp.

are rare today; a
limited number of types, among
which the turret and the switch type
are the most well known, have proved
their superiority in production cost
and quality. Recently, tuner engineers
des eloped a new type, the disc model,
featuring several significant improvements.
Design highlights of this unit are
a simplified components layout and
assembling method affording easy accessibility, the use of low -loss disc material, together with low circuit
stray capacity, providing a lower
noise figure and increased tuner gain.
lnotl+el feature, from the standpoint of cost, lies in the fact, that
since the disc tuner is a 13 -position
tuner, the addition of a few parts
makes it possible to incorporate a
complete if preamplifier for a tint f
tuner.

NEW TUNER DESIGNS

.?
r

'

,

.

a

TV Tuner Requirements
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In addition to conventional requirements in the design of a TV tuner,
such as highest possible gain, associated with lowest possible noise figure,
optimum rf selectivity and gain reduction characteristics, the development of portable -TV and color -TV
in recent years has brought in the
Ioreground other tuner characteristics
of particular importance for the performance -of the TV receiver. The extended use of indoor antennas for
portable TV sets and the special characteristics of the color -TV signal re-

quire the best possible match between
antenna and tuner over the entire TV
channel to prevent loss of signal or
severe reflections, which, in the case
of a color -TV receiver, may cause loss
of color information. Local oscillator
drift and local oscillator radiation are
of increased importance and have,
along with the requirements mentioned, been highly improved in this
new tuner.
Mechanical Design

The tuner chassis is divided into
tour compartments by two endplates
and a shield to provide room to the
four main parts of the electrical circuitry involved. Channel selection is
accomplished by inserting the appropriate components on the rotor discs
into the circuits through kidney spring
contacts provided on the endplates.
The rotor drum is held in position by
a heavy detent spring on the antenna
wheel, this being the driving wheel
in the channel selection. A unique
arrangement is incorporated for the
fine tuning. A printed -wiring-circuit
plate mounted on the chassis is the
stator in a variable capacitor, where
the rotor blade is driven by a fine tuning shaft through a flexible link in
such a manner, that any accumulated
tolerance in the rotor assembly does
not affect the fine tuning capacitor
spacing. The tuner chassis and the
molded discs are wired separately, and
the discs assembled to the drum unit
by the channel selector shaft. The

LEFT: FIG. 1: BOTTOM VIEW of tuner chassis showing wiring and components. FIG. 2:
DRUM UNIT removed from chassis showing location of mounting springs and fine
tuning arrangement. FIGS. 3-4: SMALL disc carrying the antenna circuit, shows
antenna coils from channel 2 through 13 going in clockwise direction from the empty
slot provided for uhf. The large disc contains plate, mixer and oscillator coils going
in counterclockwise direction.
.
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final assembly simply consists in drop-

ping the drum, with fine tuning shaft,
into the two slots in the endplates and
snapping on the fastening springs. A
snug fitting cover simplifies installation in the TV chassis.

Compartment Shielding
The switching of the antenna circuit and the plate oscillator circuit
has been so arranged, that the coils
are rotated 180° relative to each
other. In this way one compartment,
containing antenna matching transformer and rf grid circuit, is well
shielded from the other compartment
containing rf plate, mixer and oscillator circuit, thus providing improved
radiation characteristics.
Circuit Design
Diagrammed (in part on the cover)
and in Fig. 5 is a 20-mc pentode
tuner as used in Admiral portable TV
receivers. An antenna ferrite -core
transformer which, in this case, is connected to provide 300 -ohm input and
output impedance, has a passband
characteristic falling off sharply below
and above the vhf -TV band, and provides, in addition, UL-approved isolation between the chassis and antenna.

for five channels, which are accessible
from the front of the tuner. These
five adjustable coils are the master
coils in a system of incremental inductances on the rotor disc; one
master coil, for instance on channel
13, provides the correct inductance
for channel 13, the additional inductance required for channel 12 is
obtained by adding one or more
straps or wires between the two channel -12 and 13 positions.

Oscillator Drift Control
The same system is utilized in the
antenna and plate circuit, which cuts
the tuner alignment time to a minimum. Temperature-compensated capacitors ín the oscillator reduce
oscillator drift. The oscillator is,
primarily, capacitively coupled to the
mixer grid circuit for constant injection oltage throughout the channels.
To raise the mixer input impedance
for the high channels, a peaking coil
is inserted in the mixer plate circuit,

FIG.

5:

resonating with the tube -output capacity.
In case of a vli f -uhf combination
tuner, the tuner is completed in its
thirteenth position with an extra set
of coils, providing a, high gain if
amplifier matching the output of the
uhf tuner.

Tuner Alignment
The alignment of the disc tuner
can be carried out to conform to the
most rigid specifications; this is possible by aligning the antenna circuit
and plate circuit individually. The
antenna circuit is aligned for best possible match by controlling the v -s -w -r
at the antenna terminals on all channels, while the plate circuit is aligned
in the conventional manner using the
test point provided at the mixer grid.
This alignment procedure prevents
possible stagger tuning between antenna circuit and plate circuit, thus
assuring optimum gain and noise
figure.

COMPLETE CIRCUIT of Admiral vhf disc tuner 94E119-1.

Impedance Stepup
Impedance setup between anten-

na and rf tube is accomplished by
the use of a 5- and two 6.8-mmfd
coupling capacitors. A 2.5 to 12.5-

mmfd trimmer converts the balanced
antenna signal to an unbalanced signal to be fed to the grid of the rf
tube. This trimmer is set to a value
approximately equal to the tube's input capacity plus stray capacity on
the grid, thus assuring the best possible unbalanced signal rejection and
optimum match between antenna and
tube.

Combined Osc-Mixer Triode Used
The plate circuit provides a double tuned overcoupled circuit giving
optimum response for maximum adjacent channel rejection; two trimmers
allow for differences in tube capacities. A test point at the mixer grid
is provided for the alignment of this
circuit.
This version of the disc tuner
has a dual triode serving as a combined oscillator -mixer tube. A Colpitt's oscillator has adjustable slugs
SERVICE, APRIL, 1957
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FIG.

1:

ELECTRO -TUNER automatic radio
veloped in 1947.

tuner

de-

FIG.

2:

TUNING CONTROL designed for first automatic

ear -radio tuner.

History of the Signal -Seeking
First Complete Technical Report on the Structure and Circuitry of Tuners
THE DEMAND for a completely auto-

matic radio tuner, one which finds
and precisely tunes in its own stations, was not surprising considering
the advances being made in modern
living conveniences, Furthermore, tremendous strides were made in electronics during World War II, and
engineering teams responsible for
these developments were available to
put their ideas to work in designing
post-war equipment for the American
public.
Thus, in 1947, an intensive automatic -tuning research project was
initiated in our division. The program
resulted in the development of an
automatic tuning system which
scanned the broadcast band, selecting
and tuning in stations on the basis
of their signal strength. This model'
consisted of three separate units:
Receiver, which mounted on the fire
wall; control, which mounted on the
steering column, and speaker.
This tuner was designed as a
universal model, to be mounted in
any automobile, and offered extreme
convenience to the driver due to the
mounting position of the control head
near the steering wheel. The tuning
control could be operated manually,
or depressed momentarily to start the
tuner searching for a new station
automatically. The sensitivity control
adjusted the number of stations which
the tuner would select, and could be
'R-705 Electro -Tuner.
18
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by W. C. CALDWELL
Field Service Engineer
Delco Radio Div., General Motors Corp.

set to pick out only the strongest
stations if desired.

To drive the tuning mechanism a
small electric motor was used, and
as the operator depressed the tuning

control knob a series of events took
place to get the motor under way.
First, the tuning control switch closed,
grounding a 6SN7 trigger tube grid
cutting off the tube and opening a
relay. As the relay opened, a solenoid
was energized, which in turn closed
a switch and energized the motor.
When the tuner reached the end of
the band, a reversing switch changed
the direction of field current and
sent the tuner back across the band
in the opposite direction.
Signal voltage from the audio detector stage of the receiver, fed to
the trigger stage, returned the relay
to the energized position, opening the
solenoid circuit and stopping the

FIG.

3:

SIMPLIFIED circuitry of electro tuner system.

motor. The solenoid also mechanically
engaged the tuner drive worm gear
to the motor as the tuner started
seeking, and the timing of this clutching operation was very critical, since
the motor had to get started an instant before the lead of the drive
worm was put on it.
Through experience gained with
this tuner, in 1950 we designed a
tuner' incorporating a touch tuning
station -selector bar and simple spring driven motor assembly. So effective
was this model, that the same tuner,
with slight modifications, was destined to be used for many years in
signal -seeking auto radios.
This tuner seeks stations only from
the left to right (low to high frequency) end of dial, then snaps back
to the left for a repeat of the tuning
cycle. 1 foot selector was optional on
many models, permitting the driver
to start the automatic tuner seeking
without removing his hands from the
steering wheel. In 1953, five electronically -operated push buttons were
added on some models to give the
operator an easy method of selecting
his favorite station.
A simple mechanism accomplishes
automatic tuning. -1 spring driven
motor assembly drives tuning cores
at a regulated speed, determined
by a light nylon paddle wheel
which spins at approximately 2400
rpm and acts as an' air vane gov'Signal-Seeking model.

Selector Bar

Sensitivity
Control

Push Button

Tab Door

/

Recess
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THE SIGNAL -SEEKING tuner that was designed
in 1950.

FIG.

5:
ELECTRONICALLY -OPERATED push -buttons
included on some tuners to facilitate tuning.

Auto-Radio Tuner
Designed During Past Ten Years
ernor. When the tuner reaches the
high - frequency limit of the band,
a small cam on the motor arm closes
the tuner return switch (rear of
tuner). This switch is connected to
the solenoid, an electromagnet device
which operates from A+ current as
the switch contacts close. The magnetic lines of force developed around
the solenoid coil quickly pull the
movable plunger (core) into the
solenoid as the solenoid is energized.
Since the plunger is connected
through the solenoid linkage to the
motor, the motor and tuning cores
are rapidly returned to the low frequency end of the band, and the
motor spring is recocked so that it
can pull the cores through another
sweep cycle.
The time required for the tuner to
sweep the entire band while motor driven is about five seconds, and the

FIG.

6: MOTOR mechanism
basic signal seeking tuner. Tuning cores are driven
by a spring -loaded
gear train.

driven
for

a

solenoid accomplishes the return operation in less than one -tenth of a
second. To allow the motor to stop
at station points during the sweep
cycle, a relay is required. The relay
arm moves into the path of the paddle
wheel gear of the motor as a station

reached, blocking the motor and
stopping the tuner. The relay arm is
spring loaded and held in the paddle
wheel path until sufficient current is
sent through the relay to energize it
is

(Continued on page 28)
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FIG. 7: CIRCUIT used to start the signal seeking tuner and keep it seeking until
a station is reached.
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Troubleshooting Tube -Transistor
Service Tips for . Power

^

Power Trans

Vibrator
2

.5I

Mid

1

-0

-t 0OóOff1-Crjr
-On

Sw tch

(On Tone

Fuse

Cori)

FIG.

1:

280 v

AC

.04

Mid

.5 Mfd

To 12 Volt

VIBRATOR power supply for auto radio.

formidable auto -radio installation -repair job, in view of the variety of sets
now in operation. Of the 35 -million
cars now on the road vith auto radios, at least 15% are in immediate
need of service.
Since the reactivated production of
auto receivers, which began shortly
after the end of World \Var II, designers have included 'not only a number of circuitry, component and tuning system innovations, but have
begun to use new types of chassis,
tubes and transistors.
The most extensive circuit -component changes have taken place in the
power supply, output and rf stages.
Power Supplies

In 1955 auto nvtkers began using
12 -volt ignition systems, which made
it necessary to develop 12 -volt circuitry and special types of vibrator
supplies.
Since only a very small change is
2:

;Z
I1

10,

Battery

THE SERVICE MAN is faced with a

FIG.

T

Co

12 X4
Rectifier
230v
1280v AC

by HOWARD JENNINGS
required in the primary voltage of a
car radio to produce a correspondingly large change in the high -voltage
output, the 6 to 12 -volt change reiluired careful consideration of this
condition. For example, a 6.3 -volt
supply developing 250 v B+ can be
a source of trouble if the input (hops
drop
1.1 volts, since the output
to 200 volts. Twelve -volt systems are
similarly affected with corresponding
voltage shifts. It is therefore strongly
recommended that test benches be
equipped with low-voltage do power
supplies that can be adjusted over a
range from 0 to 8 volts at a drain
of not less than 10 amps and from 0
to 16 volts at a drain of 5 to 6 amps.
\Vhen checking power supplies on
the bench the ammeter will be found
to be very valuable. If the set draws
one ampere more than the manufacturer's specifications further checks

Supplies...

are required before the set is returned
to the car; otherwise fuses will blow
soon after the set is reinstalled. No
set should be operated for any length
of time with excessive current drain;
therefore a receiver should be
checked intermittently until the trouble has been located.
Very frequently the difficulty may
be isolated by recourse to the following checks: (1)-Replace the rectifier
tube (if one is used) with one known
to be good and check to see if the
current drain is reduced to normal;
(2) Check the secondary buffer
capacitor for opens or shorts and replace, if necessary, with units having
a capacity as recommended; (3)Check bypass capacitors for shorts or
leakage; (4)-If hash bypass capacitors are used between B-1- and ground
they should be checked; (5)-Check
electrolytics for shorts. The severe
heat and ibration conditions encountered in car-radio power supplies make it essential that all
repairs be made with care and that
all components of the axial lead or
pigtail type be anchored firmly to the
chassis. \Vhen replacing buffer capacitors it is of the utmost importance
that the correct value of capacity is
used. An incorrect buffer capacitor
can shorten the life of a vibrator by as
much as 50%. It is wise to replace the
buffer whenever the vibrator is replaced.
To speed check the condition of
buffers (of the type shown in Fig. 1)
the resistance of the transformer secondary should be measured from
either side to ground. If these readings are unequal or the bottom side

-

that uses batteries
AUTO RADIO power -supply system for 12 -volt tube chassis
as the prime source.

[All circuit diagrams courtesy
Motorolal

FIG.

3:

CONVENTIONAL tube circuitry

for auto -radio of output.
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Auto -Radio Chassis
Output Stages and

RF

reads short then the capacitor is
shorted.
Many 12-volt rece'vers now use
transformer -less power supplies. These
sets use 12 -volt tubes of the hybrid
type that operate with plate and
screen voltages supplied directly from
the car battery. In this supply the polarity of the voltage applied to the A
lead must be positive; otherwise not
only will the receiver be inoperative,
but the components will be damaged.
The extreme simplicity of this supply
should not be permitted to confuse
the servicing of it. The ammeter drain
method outlined should be followed
and any excessive drain tracked down
by voltage and resistance checks of
suspected components.
Audio Output Stages
A rather straight-forward output
stage of auto radios is diagrammed in
Fig. 3. The servicing of this is not
involved, but since we are reviewing
the pertinent changes made in this
stage, it is offered as a refresher and
a comparison. With no signal, or dead
stage, and assuming the output speaker has been checked, we might suspect an open output transformer
primary, open or shorted coupling
capacitor, open cathode resistor or
defective tube. In circuits using
screen -grid tubes you will be able to
detect an open output transformer
primary readily, because the screen
of the tube will glow under these conditions.
An open coupling capacitor will
merely cause an inoperative stage,
whereas a shorted capacitor will
cause the grid to go positive, with the
probability of damage to the tube and
possibly other associated components.
A transistor output stage, typical of
the single -ended type found in many
auto radios, is illustrated in Fig. 4.
The collector is the transistor case,
and is mounted at the outside of the
chassis at ground potential to eliminate accidental shorting. The .circuit

(See Pages 22, 30, 38 and SO for Add itionat Reports on Transistor Circuitry)

Amplifier Systems
4
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R9

210

Mfd

X

Ohms

Spork
Plate

Ol'vns

RIO

56

ADJ. FOR 500 MA
EMITTER CURRENT

Ohms

FIG. 4-ABOVE: A single -ended transistorized audio output stage.
is known as a common emitter type
with a grounded collector.
The audio signal from the driver
transformer is applied between the
base and emitter, due to the low imand R,2i
pedance path of resistors
and because of the high impedance
offered by the tertiary winding on the
output transformer. Resistor R adjusts the emitter current. The necessary driving power for the transistor
is derived from a new type tube, the
12K5, which operates as a triode with
an auxiliary grid next to the cathode,
which acts as a virtual cathode since
it operates at a positive potential. The
driver transformer matches the plate
(Continued on page 49)

R

FIG. 5-RIGHT: A transistor resistance
test setup.

FIG. 6-BELOW: Auto radio
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Semiconductor Circuitry
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devices including
transistors, diodes, and rectifiers are
becoming increasingly important in
all types of radio, TV and commercial
electronic equipment. There are at
least 16 manufacturers and about 182
different registered RETMA types.
One of the techniques responsible
for recently - announced high - frequency transistors is a rate -growing
process. Grown -junction types, with
stable and uniform characteristics,
such as the 2N168A and 2N169 h f
Ilpn amplifiers for high -gain rf and if
circuits, are made by this method.
A typical operation in AM receivers, as an example, is as an rf
amplifier. The gain here is 25 db with
a I00 -ohm input impedance and a
I00,000 -ohm output impedance. This
applies to its use at the high end of
the broadcast -band or 1600 kc. The
gain increases to 29 db when these
transistors are used as if amplifiers at
455 kc.
The type 2N170 (a npn type), also
a rate -grown transistor for high -frequency work, can be used as an
oscillator or in a regenerative receiver.
The differences between the npn
and pup types, in terms of their
power supply connections, are illustrated in Fig. 2. In most equipment
these transistors can be used interchangably by changing the power
supply voltages as shown.
High frequency characteristics of
the 2N170 type, in the common emitter circuit, are: Input impedance,
800 ohms; output impedance, 15,000
ohms; upper frequency limit, 5 mc;
power gain, 24 db. The collector
SEMICWUUCTOI1

FIG.

CHECKING progress of crystal growing in a resistance-type furnace, the
first step in the production of rate -grown
transistors; 2,000 transistors can be made
from a single crystal ingot.
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FIG. 3: FOUR TRANSISTOR circuits. A
direct -coupled vest-pocket radio is illustrated in (a). In lb) is diagrammed a direct coupled battery -saver amplifier; R in this
circuit must be adjusted for best results.
A phono-oscillator circuit (with a 6' to 20'
range) is shown in (c), and (d) details a
variable-reluctance compensated preamp.
In the phono-oscillator circuit, the transformer setup (shown below schematic)
must be used for a microphone input in
place of the crystal pickup and resistor.
To develop a collector voltage of 2.5 to
3.5 for the preamp, a 100,000 to 500,000 ohm value should be chosen for Rt.
Changing C2 and R2 will vary the compensation curve.
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FIG.

2:

BASIC DIFFERENCES between npn and pnp transistors.
Collector
Base

42NI70
NPN

Emitter

Emitter

Base

I

Collector

b\1

to emitter voltage is 6 v; collector
current is 20 Ina.
A set of typical transistor circuits
appears in Fig. 3. In a a direct coupled radio is shown: Here the
base is tied to a tap on the rf coil (a
ferrite core antenna) and the other
stages are coupled base to emitter.
A single 3-u source is used.
In b we have an amplifier circuit
with very low drain, while c illustrates a phono oscillator. This oscillator may be connected to the crystal
pickup on a phono which modulates
the rf of the oscillator with the audio
from the crystal. Using a single transistor and a 6-v source a signal can be
received by any AM receiver in the
same room within about 20'. The
frequency of operation is adjusted to
a quiet spot on the AM dial that will
not interfere with an AM station. A
pm speaker, when used as the input
as shown, converts this circuit to a
single station of a one-way intercom.
audio being broadcast through the
radio receiver.
Variable reluctance pickups require
a preamp before the regular audio
amplifier. A circuit for this using a
2N170 is given in d. A marked advantage of transistor preamps is their
lack of hum and freedom from micro phonics.
Much higher frequencies are possible with other new transistors, such
as types ZJ7-1, -2, and -3; npn tetrode
transistors made by the meltback
technique. They can be used as rf
amplifiers up to 120 mc. The ZJ7-2,
for example, can be operated up to
120 me with a collector to base -1
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voltage of 4, a base -2 to base -1 voltage of -2.75, an emitter current of 2
ma, and with a gain of at least 10 db.
These are developmental types and
therefore the characteristics are subject to modification. Another developmental type is the ZJ-12, a high -frequency silicon triode, designed as a
high-speed switch or an amplifier.
Two other new junction transistors
for high -frequency use are the 2N 123
and the 2N167, designed for use as
high-speed switches of high reliability;
2N167 is a npn and 2N123, an pup.
Both of these have been designed
for pulse circuits where the response
to sharp pulses is important; this
characteristic is related to the high frequency response of the transistor.

Audio-Frequency Transistors
Transistor audio amplifiers are becoming increasingly popular in auto
and portable radios, and other types
of equipment where low current drain
is required. For driver service here
there is the 2N265, an alloy junction
pup type. Its power gain at 1 mw
power output is at least 45 db. Two
other types are the 2N241 and
2N241A, medium power pap's, whose
current gain is essentially constant for
collector current from 1 to 200 ma,
which reduces distortion in both
class A and B service. This also means
that matching is not required.
Another popular transistor is the
2N1O7, a diffused - junction pnp,
R
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detector, is given in
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MP"

detector

two -tran-

sistor radio suitable for strong signals
is shown in d. An audio amplifier
with a single transistor as a driver
and two transistors in push-pull as
the audio output stage is illustrated
in e. Transistor audio amplifiers of
this type can be used to make small
audio stages for phonos; because of
their small size, these amplifiers can
be located on the speaker mounting
board or in any other convenient
space.
Other audio types, also available,
are the 2N186, 2N187, and 2N188,
all medium -power pup transistors.
Here again the linearity of their output provides for low distortion when
they are used in class B circuits.
Because of their small spread of
characteristics they also can be used
without matching pairs. The collector
supply can be up to 12 v. Power gain
is 28 db at 100 mw for the 2N186;
30 db for the 2N187, and 32 db for
the 2N188. Drivers for these output
stages include the alloy junction types
2N189, 2NI9O, 2N191, and 2N192.
Gains for these types range from 37
to 43 db at 1 mw power output.

,.
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changes this into a receiver as in b.
A code practice oscillator, or a simple
signal source for signal tracing with
a

.
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a,0000...
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the
SIX CIRCUITS designed
transistor. A
simple audio amplifier is shown in (a) and
in (b) is a radio set. A code practice oscillator is diagrammed in (c), while (d)
illustrates a 2 -transistor radio set. An
audio amplifier with loudspeaker output
is circuited in (e) and (f) shows a 3 transistor radio set.
FIG.

4:

2N107 diffused -junction pna

FIG.

5:

SILICON UNIJUNCTION (double transistor in a multivibrator

base diode)

circuit.

Cathode (BO
Anode(AC)

Output

Input

Input

whose maximum ratings include 12 y
(collector to base), collector current
of 10 ma, and an emitter current of
10 ma. In normal operation the collector voltage is 5 v, the emitter
current is about 1 ma, and the cutoff
frequency is 1 mc.
Suggested circuits for the 2N107
are given in Fig. 4. A is a one stage

210107

C

N
p

Output

C

T

l

FIG. 7: CIRCUITS DESIGNED for germanium rectifiers. In (a) and (b), R is a
4 -ohm resistor, and the capacity of C is
not more than 300 mfd. D in (a) can be
either a 1N573 or 1N575; in (b) either one
1N581 or a pair of IN575 or IN573 rectifiers can be used.

Unijunction Switching Transistors
1'L

Unique circuits are possible with
a silicon unijunction transistor, which
had been known as the double-base

Retli}ler

_Fin

diode. This, the ZJ-14, is a three terminal device with negative resistance switching characteristics between the emitter and base terminals.
The operation of this transistor can
be extended to many types of switch -

(Continued on page 36)
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Circuits In Which They Can Be Used
IN THE DEVELOPMENT of electronic
devices and systems, it is essential that

preliminary tests be made of circuit
performance prior to actual prototype
construction. For this purpose, some
means must be provided for assemMODULE AF PREAMP (A-above) with low-impedance output. The negative terminal of the -I- 150-v supply and positive terminaP of the - 150-v supbling quickly the circuit and making
ply are connected to the ground bus. CIRCUIT of the af preamp with
changes in the wiring, and for the
cascaded modules is shown in B, above.
easy substitution of components and
the changing of their values. Various
A MODULE dual af preamp mixer is shown in A, below. Circuitry of the
modular assembly appears in B, below.
methods have been used by different
workers. These range from the disorderly spreading of parts on a bench 1509 But
Bus
Mid
top and loosely wiring them together
(commonly called building a spider)
500
to the laborious building of a circuit
Ohm.
neatly on an open chassis or subpanel.
150V
But
Whatever the method, the practice
V
But
has come to be called breadboarding.
Breadboarding is an important
6V Built.
put
in any experimental program
phase
A MODULE video ampliOutput
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low in A. Circuitry of
it can be done efficient500
this assembly is detailed design. When
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Circuit Type

Input

DC Regulator

350 V DC
Minimum

(2:300V)

300 V DC

(±

6080

Maximum Load

2%):

Power

Tubes

Operating Range

Output

190 Ma

5751
5651

6 V @ 2.8 A

+

150 V DC @ 14 Ma
6 V ® 175 Ma

Video Limiter

Negative
Pulse

Positive Pulse

4.2 V Limiting Level

6AK5

Low -Level Cathode

Positive Pulse

Maximum Level
4.2 V in

2C51
5670
or 6385

1

- 150 V@DC300®Ma

Ma

Follower

Positive
Pulse

Dual Cathode Follower
or Video Mixer

Positive
Pulse

Positive Pulse
(75% of Input)

2C51
5670
or 6385

+150VDC@

1

Ma

.4 to 14 V

Intermediate Video

Positive or
Negative Pulses

Maximum Signal
± .5 V for
Cascaded Stages
2.3 to -h 2.2 V
for Single Stage)

2C51
5670
or 6385

+

Amplifier

Positive or
Negative
Pulses

Positive
Pulses

Negative Pulses

Input
(Maximum Output 83 V)

2C51
5670
or 6385

+

Video Driver Amplifier

(60% of

Input)

(-

2 to 15 V

260 V (Excluding
any Negative
Overshoot)

Multivibrator

As a

PRF Multivibrator.

12AU7

}-150VDC@22Ma
6 V

6 V @ 300 Ma

150 V DC @ 15 Ma
6 V ® 300 Ma

150 V DC @

- 150 V @

1

1

Ma

Ma

6V@300\la

-I-

150VDC@8\fa
6 V @ 300 Ma

STANDARD CIRCUIT modules and their characteristics)

often completely circumventing the
construction of endless experimental
models. But breadboarding has no advantage unless it consumes less time
and ruins fewer components than
model fabrication. For this reason,
breadboarding techniques have been
refined to increase working speed and
to make possible the re -use of all components.
One of the first outstanding improvements was the elimination of
soldered connections. This scheme,
now widely used, employs plug-in capacitors, resistors, coils, potentiometers, and other components (to provide the convenience of tubes, which
always have been plug-in) and uses
flexible jumpers for leads.
This arrangement allows a circuit
to be assembled about as rapidly as
it could be draw n. lowever, it is a
bit -by -bit method since every component must be handled individually.
In a forward step made later certain
components were combined into
single plug-in units to supply networks which were used over and over
again. Thus, certain combinations like
rc and lc circuits no longer needed to
he assembled bit -by-bit, but could be
plugged into the breadboard circuit
as whole circuit units and could be
returned to storage after use. However, most of these plug-in subcir-

cuits unavoidably were ungainly in
size and several had to be interconnected to obtain a single stage.

Variety of Modules Available
The modular system has been
found to overcome the foregoing
problems. Stemming from the government project tinkertoy, subminiaturized plug-in 12 -pin modules are
now available in a variety of often used circuits. Each module is a complete stage and some include two
'Such as the Aerovox 111BB-12.
ooi.
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stages. In assembling an electronic
system for test, selected modules can
be plugged into an etched -circuit
breadboard' and jumpers run between them to complete interstage
wiring.
The breadboard (an 8" x 10" unit)
contains 12 sockets, each provided
with 12 eyelet jacks for external connections. Three etched busses (for
B+, B-, and filament supply lines)
run around the borders of the breadboard for connection to an external
power supply. Two etched busses run
horizontally between the rows of
sockets for ground or other connections. All busses are punctuated every
few inches with eyelets for plug-in
connections. Flexible patch cords
(jumpers) are provided with miniature banana plugs for insertion into
the breadboard eyelets.
The choice of suitable modules for
a particular multi -stage system requirement is governed by the desired
circuit performance.

Typical Applications

,

![9:71113

Fr.au.nc, llccl

MULTIVIBRATOR capacitance chart:,

'From Aerovox Module Kit Handbook

An intermediate video -amplifier
module and one low-level cathode follower module may be interconnected to produce an audio preamp
having reasonably high input im(Continued on page 37)
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Columbia Marine Electronics, Portland, Oregon

route. At the point where we are
stationed the Columbia is over half
a mile wide.
To the east of us in the Bonneville
dam and several hundred river miles
upstream is the Grand Coulee dam.
A business like ours is highly
seasonal. Cold winds and ice from the
Columbia gorge cause most pleasure
boatman to moth -ball their vessels
for the winter. Most of the fishing
boats stay farther downstream, since
we are 100 miles from the Pacific.
Some, however, come here for winter
storage.
Last summer, during the peak of
our season, three Service Men were
kept busy. luring the winter one
man, Max Coyne, and I make up the
technical staff.

Marine Background Necessary
Knowledge of boats and boating is
almost as important as technical qualifications for anyone considering this
type of venture. Problems of electrolysis, galvanic action, radiation
systems, and others peculiar to boats
must be solved on the spot, as there

simply is no authoritative information
available.

My past ten years as a boat owner
and the related social contacts have
been invaluable.
Selling Marine Serrice
THE FLOATING SHOP of Columbia Marine Electronics with drive-in facilities for
customers. There is a 38 -foot well inside to permit working under cover. Other boats
can tie up alongside.

feet at low water stages, so even large
tugs may be brought right alongside.
Obviously, our specialty is marine
electronics. \Ve service all types of
marine equipment from radar to engine alarms.
Most of our customers travel over
the water. Some reach us by the land

My sl-10P, I believe, is one of the
most unique, in that it is actually
afloat in the giant Columbia river.
It is a 30'x50' boat house. There is a
38' well inside for servicing under
cover. Additional slip space about the
house will accomodate three more
boats. Minimum depth of water is 12

Most boatman still class a marine
radio in the same category as their
ac -dc set at home and expect a licensed Service Man to spend several
hours overhauling their rigs, tuning
them up, measuring frequencies and
probably harmonics, all for the same
fee as changing the filters in an old
radio. As a result many hours of time
must be spent in explanations and
(Continued on page 48)
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HAROLD SPOELSTRA inside his floating shop.
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Note the array of test equipment.

TUNING UP

a
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People listen with interest when you say you're with Univac.®
The mere mention of this world-famous organization sets you apart as someone interesting
and important. And rightly so ... for as a Univac engineer or technician you'll be involved in
some of the most fascinating scientific work of our day. You'll contribute to research and development that are completely revolutionizing concepts of national defense, scientific research,
business and industry.
The special pride you feel when you say, "I'M WITH UNIVAC", is just one of the many
satisfactions of a career with Univac-world leader in the field of electronic computers. For top
salaries, excellent working conditions and opportunities unlimited say: "I'M WITH UNIVAC."
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR

..

FIELD LOCATION ENGINEERS

FIELD LOCATION TECHNICIANS
ENGINEERING WRITERS

... AT

PERMANENT COMPUTER INSTALLATIONS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES

Send complete resumé to:

..L.//

/,;r./,./'
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/ ,

DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
MR. PHIL WILSON
® Registered

in U.S. Patent Office

Dept. SA -28
Univac Park
St. Paul 16, Minn.
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functions. At the right of the diagram
the starting circuit, consisting of
the relay, a 12,000 -ohm resistor, and
the station -selector switch which is
closed when the operator depresses
the station -selector bar at the front
of the set. This causes sufficient B+
current to flow through the relay to
energize it, which pulls the relay arm
down to the dotted line position,
clearing the paddle wheel and allowing the motor to start running. The
station -selector switch, however, is
spring loaded, and returns to the
open position the moment the operator releases the station bar. To prevent the relay from deenergizing
at this time, a circuit must be included which will supply relay current after the station -selector bar has
been released. This is the function of
therelay control tube.
In Fig. 8, the circuit which keeps
the relay energized until a station is
reached, is shown in heavy lines. It
will be noted that the plate of a
relay control tube is connected to
the relay, and plate current which
flows from this tube must pass
through the relay Nvinding. The cathode is returned to ground through a
47,000 -ohm resistor, which is large
enough to prevent the tube from
energizing the relay under normal
listening conditions. However, as the
relay is energized by closing the station selector switch, the relay aim
grounds contact number 1 of the
relay, which is connected to the cathode through 1,000 -ohm and 6,800 ohm resistors.
This lowers the cathode resistance
and allows the tube to conduct sufficient current to keep the relay
energized. Thus, once the tuner has
been started, the relay control tube
sends current through the relay, keeping it energized until the plate -current
flow through the relay is reduced
below the drop -out point for the
relay. At this time, the relay would
deenergize and the relay arm would
again block the motor and stop the
is

Capacitor with
the "Million Dollar" Body

The Ceramic

Over a million dollars was spent to
make C-D the first plant in the
world in which the manufacture of
ceramic capacitors was controlled
electrically. Scrupulous supervision
and control of quality is paramount
in the production of a C-D Ceramic.
"Quality" had top priority. The
"Million Dollar Body" is proof of
the rugged stability, the consistent
uniformity and dependable long life
of C -D Ceramics. Ask your nearby
C -D Distributor for a catalog or
write direct to Cornell-Dubilier
Electric Corp., So. Plainfield, N. J.

s

-

L

Í

_J

CorneIIDubdier capacitors
Valley
South Plainfield, NewJersey; New Bedford, Worcester & Cambridge. Massachusetts; Providence & Hope
Rhode Island; Indianapolis, Indiana; Sanford, Funuay Springs & Varina, North Carolina, Venice, California, &
Subsidiaries, The Radiart Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio; Cornell-Dubilier Electric International Corp., New York

Auto-Radio Tuners
(Continued from page 19)

and pull the relay arm clear, at which
time the tuner again starts to run.
Since the starting and stopping of the
tuner depends upon relay action, an
understanding of the circuit which
controls current flow through the relay is very important. This is called
the trigger circuit, and as in the case
of the mechanical tuner, circuit
changes have been made since the
original 1950 design. However, the
circuits shown in Figs. 7 and 8
28
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(p. 19) are representative of many
recent models and supply a basic
knowledge which can be applied for
easy circuit analysis of all models.

Electrical Operation
In controlling the action of the tuner
relay, the electronic trigger circuit
must perform three basic functions:
(1) Start the tuner seeking by
energizing the relay.
(2) Keep the relay energized until a station is reached by the tuner,

(3) Deenergize the relay as the
tuner sweeps into a station signal.
Shown in Fig. 7 is a simple circuit which performs the first two

FIG.

9:

FIVE LUCITE tabs which slide

across dial and determine the frequencies
on which the tuner is eligible to stop as
a button is depressed.

tuner. The current required to energize this relay is about 9.5 ma, and
the drop -out point is 4 ¡MI.

Another triode has been added ín
Fig. 8, called the trigger detector.
Plate current of this tube must flow
through the 120,000 -ohm plate resistor,
which also functions as the grid resistor
for the relay-control tube. Current from
the trigger detector tube will produce a
voltage drop across this resistor, biasing
the grid of the relay tube negative with
respect to cathode and sending the relay
tube toward plate current cutoff. Cutting off plate current in the relay tube
will deenergize the relay and stop the
tuner. The grid of the trigger detector
is coupled through a .0001-mfd capacitor to the second if transformer in the
receiver. The cathode of the trigger detector tube connects to ground through
the 1,000 -ohm resistor and relay contact
1 while the tuner is seeking, and is kept
sufficiently positive to prevent plate current flow unless a signal is present on
the grid. Then as the tuner sweeps into
a station signal, the positive portion of
the if signal voltage drives the grid of
the trigger detector tube positive, causing this tube to conduct.
The resulting plate current flows
through the 120,000 -ohm resistor, biasing
the relay control tube into cutoff, de energizing the relay and stopping the
tuner at the station's frequency. The
bias voltage developed across the
120,000 -ohm resistor is filtered by the
.002-mfd capacitor to remove the if component and provide a do bias voltage for
the relay control tube as the tuner
sweeps into a station signal. Injection of
avc voltage into the trigger detector grid
circuit prevents the tuner from stopping
prematurely on the sideband of strong
stations. The avc voltage is negative dc,
and biases the trigger detector in proportion to incoming signal strength. This
delays the triggering action on strong
signals, and gives the tuner a chance to
swing into the center of the station.
The sensitivity control is a four -position switch which connects the cathodes
of the rf and if amplifier tubes to ground
through various values of resistance. This
switch regulates the sensitivity of the
radio during the seeking time and can be
adjusted, so that onlythe strongest stations will be selected by the tuner.
Although the relay control and trigger
detector have been considered as separate tubes during the circuit analysis,
both functions are actually performed by
a single 12AU7 dual triode.
Some of our signal -seeking models
employ electronically -operated push buttons. The buttons are set through a
special door below the dial which, when
opened, exposes five Lucite tabs. The tabs
slide easily across the dial, and determine the frequencies on which the
tuner is eligible to stop as a button
is depressed. The tab on the left sets the
button on the extreme left, the second
tab sets the next button, and so on.
Then, as the button is depressed the
tuner starts seeking and will stop when it
reaches the frequency at which its tab
is set, provided a station is present at
that frequency.
The circuit for this operation is shown
in Fig. 10. Each tab makes contact on
a conductor rail under the circuit board,
and is exposed to the dial pointer arm
on top of the board. As a push button is
depressed, three things happen in sequence: (1) The station -selector switch
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Sell More Antenna Replacements
with the new

CHANNEL MASTER°
TV Antenna Check -Up Kit
Who says antenna sales must slow down
during the Spring and Summer months?
Channel Master offers you a brand new
concept in antenna merchandising
that's sure to perk up your antenna
business. It's the nationally advertised
'TV Antenna Check-Up Kit" designed to build store traffic .for you by
making present TV owners aware of
their faulty antenna installations.

This 3 -piece consumer

,
literature kit includes:
16 -page illustrated booklet'

"Better Pictures On Your

-

CALL YOUR CHANNEL MASTER DISTRIBU-

U A

r-

Tie -In

with Channel Master's

e+'

High -Powered

National
in
Advertising
}
Magazines
Leading
America's

Kit."

ELLENV1,tLE,
NEW YORK

Pep. U.S. Pm. ORig ond Ca-odo

mechanically closed for an instant to
start the tuner seeking (this is the same
switch that is closed when the selector
bar is depressed); (2) The ground contact to the sensitivity control is opened
killing the rf and if stages to prevent
the tuner from stopping on unwanted
stations; (3) The push-button contact
closes to connect the rf and if cathode
string to a conductor rail on the printed circuit board. This last step actually completes a circuit between the cathodes and
the button's sliding tab, so that as the
dial pointer arm sweeps across the dial
and grounds the tab, it is also grounding
the cathode string. This causes the radio
to become alive again, and if a station is
present at the tab's frequency, it will
trigger the 12AU7 stage, stopping the
tuner. This permits five favorite stations
to be preset on these models, in addition
is

kits as free giveaways oimailing pieces to build store traffic.
Use these

1

MEE

.n.Npi i.0 (11.5.1. ... 1.,.

Set"

"Spotting Antenna Trouble"
Literature about the TW Antenna

POSY

NOW ! He also has Posters.
Streamers, and Newspaper Mats to help
you merchandise the "TV. Antenna
TOR

Check -Up

TV

10 -point check-up folder

to standard selector -bar operation which

requires no presetting of stations.
[An exclusive report on a miniaturized
version of the signal -seeking tuner designed for the 1957 cars will appear
soon in SERVICE.]

FIG.

10:

CIRCUIT for lueite-tab operation.
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were specified; the operating emitter
current of these transistors should not
exceed 480 milliamperes. If this rating is exceeded in a replacement job,
the transistors will be permanently
damaged.
Also one must carefully adhere to
the prescribed method of mounting
of transistors. Adequate heat dissipation is an absolute necessity and, if
not provided, damage again can occur.
Just as with tubes, transistor pin
connections also must be properly
made to operate the units as designed.
If in doubt about the condition of
a 2N176 or 2N178 type transistor, it
can be checked by making a resistance or a gain check. The resistance
check primarily measures the ability
of the transistor to conduct current
in one direction, and to resist current
llow in the opposite direction. The resistance in the conduction direction is
very low in relation to the resistance
in the non -conduction direction.

Y

Preventing Transistor Burnouts ... Auto -Radio Transistor
Replacements
Cures

... Picture-Washout

... IF -Code

Remedies

...

Snowy Picture

WHEN PICTURE WASHOUT occurs on
Hoffman chassis 326 (code A, 324

Interference Solutions
III5i111d1

added across a transistor
output circuit, can reduce transistor
power dissipation at signal peaks and
protect against burnouts. To add this
feedback in Philco auto radios, the
bottom end of the 100 -ohm, temperature -compensated, 10 -watt resistor
FEEDBACK,

fully as you would when making tube
type substitutions.
In Motorola auto radios, power
transistor types 2N176 and 2N178

Eliminating Color -TV Popping Noise
POPPING NOISE

WHEN TRANSISTORS, designed for a

SERVICE, APRIL,, -1957

Neutsode Tuner Drift Cures

C
C

Aislo Radio Transistor Replacements
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mark 10, 420 mark 5) when the signals are normal or there is poor sensitivity on weak signals, the 6AW8A
should be replaced. These symptoms
have been traced to a single tube
vendor's 6AW8A tubes.

ON HOFFMAN chassis 420, 324, 323,
326 and 315, frequency or tuner drift
may prevail; signals come in on incorrect channel position.
The trouble may be incorrectly
diagnosed as Inisadjusted oscillator
slugs. Adjustment of the oscillator
slugs is only a temporary cure and the
in
trouble may return. Capacitor
the tuner should be replaced with a
is a
6.8-mmfd ceramic capacitor;
printed -circuit type ceramic disc
mounted in a slot in the printed
board,

(R) should be removed from ground
and connected to the transistor collector. In the chassis, the resistor lead
should be removed from the end
terminal (to which a black -white lead
is also connected) and the R. lead
should be moved to the third lug from
the end which is riveted to the heat
sink; the blue lead from T, also wires
to this lug. After this feedback has
been added, the collector voltage
(measured from the heat sink to
ground) will increase to between .85
and .9 volt. When adjusting the bias
pot, these are the new limit values.

particular chassis, are installed in
other receivers, one must be sure that
the operating characteristics of the
set in which the units are used, fall
within the design characteristics of
the transistors.
This fact must be checked as care -

Picture Washout Remedies

CIRCUIT CF portion of Philco auto radio
in which feedback has been added to prevent transistor burnout. This modification
involves the removal of WI (100-ohm temperature-compenspted resistor), from the
ground and connection to the collector
terminal of the transistor.

111

audio and arcing

in the picture of Hoffman 706 color TV sets, whenever brightness or contrast are advanced to a high setting,
can be due to defective ground contacts on the neutralizing magnet ring

assembly and picture tube shield.
Good ground contacts,. for these
components are essential or they will
charge up to the second anode voltage. This also applies to the front

control panel and mask assembly. In
this case the symptoms identify the
trouble as not being a true high voltage arc; the arcing will occur when
the second anode voltage is minimum
(maximum brightness and contrast).
For any symptoms of this type one
should check to see that the ends of
the mounting ring for the magnet assembly are making good contact on
the top of the chassis pan.
Snowy Picture Problems-Cures
IF THE ACC delay resistor in the'Magtiavox 117, 21, 23, 73 and 74 series
chassis increases in value, the picture

enough in nearby locations to cause
objectionable code interference in
radio receivers.
\Vhere such interference is present,
the most practical method of elimination is to realign completely the radio
receiver using a different if. In most
cases a lower if will reduce the interference, but in some locations a
higher frequency will be necessary.
The amount of frequency shift necessary will depend upon the strength
of the interfering signal as well as its
relation to 455 kc. It has been found
that in ses ere interference locations,
a frequency difference of 20 to 30 kc

effect on battery deterioration. If excessive leakage is suspected, the A
battery current should be checked,
using a milliammeter, with the set
turned off and the line cord in position for battery operation. Under
these conditions the current should
not be in excess of .05 milliampere or
50 microamperes.
Removing IF Code Interference
IN SOME LOCATIONS, powerful code
transmitters are in operation on frequencies close to the most commonly
used if of 455 kc. The radiated signal
rota these transmitters is often strong

(Continued on page 48)

f

will become snowy and give an ap-

parent indication of a defective rf
amplifier or defective tuner.
If, after substituting a known good
rf amplifier tube, the condition still
persists, the delay resistor (referenced
below) should be checked before
making any further tuner checks. If

Service Notes On Transistor -Portable Audio Amp
AUDIO OUTPUT

DRIVER

CLASS

DV

JI

this resistor has increased in value
more than 5%, it should be replaced
with the correct 5%31 -watt resistor.

Earphone I
Jack

Driver
Trans
.35V
T4

C
C13

Chassis
Series
117
21
23
73
74

Symbol

IL
1122,

Ills
I1,A

Rim

Value
9.1 inegchms
9.1 megohms
9.1 megohms

8.2 megohms
8.2 megohms

B

(2) 2NI85

310

.001
Mfd

C12

C

/

8.QV

Trans

45
Ohms

45 Ohms
C15

100

.05
Mfd
Ohms

45

Ohms

Vol

Conti'

Ohms

R18

R16

8.8V

82,000

5000

R17

R19

Ohms

Ohms

OV

220
9V

TV Portable Problems-Remedies
+

C14

40 Mfd

Short Battery Life Cures
IN RCA 6-BX-5/7-BX-5 models, it has
been found that short A battery life

has resulted from excessive leakage of
the filter capacitor. Under the condition of battery operation, the filter
capacitor has a leakage path between
chassis ground and A, in parallel with
on -off switch.
A filter having normal leakage resistance will not have any appreciable

Ohms

Sw

I

12V

HORIZONTAL JITTER in

I

-

B

Ohms

Ohms

5600

Hoffman Mark
10 portable (14" chassis 326) can be
due to ; oke leads dropping down beside the afc diode. Trouble can be
cured by dressing the yoke leads
away from the diode and securing
them.
No reception on high channel section of lolfman portable in customer's
home, although okeh in shop, can be
caused by a weak emission 5CG8
mixer -oscillator tube. Low -line voltage in the home can present oscillator
section of the tube from operating on
high -band channels.

1.4

Ohms

R22
Ohms

II

I

Mfd

Audio
Output

B

AUDIO SECTION of Westinghouse transistor radio, in which audio driver transistor,
type 310, a pnp type, is connected in a grounded emitter circuit. The input audio voltage
is applied between emitter and base while the output signal appears between the
emitter and the collector. The base bias for the audio driver stage (8 volts) is developed from the battery divider network composed of Rtr and Rte. The emitter bias (8.2
volts) is developed from the emitter current flowing through Rue, bucking the 9 -volt
battery potential. Since the bias on the emitter is 8 volts and the bias on the base is
8.2 volts, the emitter is positive with respect to the base by .2 volt. Bias for the collector must be in a reverse direction. Hence, the collector voltage is .35 volt positive
with respect to the ground (7.65 volts negative with respect to the base). This .35 volt
collector potential is due to the dc resistance of the audio driver transformer primary.
The audio signal voltage is transformer coupled to the bases of a matched pair of
2N185 pnp junction type transistors connected in grounded emitter fashion, operated
in a class B, push-pull circuit. The base bias voltage (8.8 volts) is developed by the
divider network consisting of R21 and R22. The emitter bias is 9 volts, the full battery
potential. This voltage is due to the class B condition of the circuit. With no signal
on the base of each transistor, no current will flow between the collector and She
emitter. Hence, no current will flow in the emitter circuit and the full battery potential
will appear at the emitters. The 2N185 audio output transistors are a matched pair;
matched in the sense that their current characteristics are the same. With maximum
signal some clipping of the sine wave will occur. When the 2N185s are matched, the
clipping of the sine wave occurs at equal amplitudes, above and below the zero reference level. If the clipping levels are unequal, distortion will become noticeably greater.
In a conventional vacuum tube circuit, operating class B, clipping can occur when the
input voltage to the grid is of sufficient amplitude to drive the plate to saturation. At
this point, the plate sees no further change and the resulting sine wave output is
clipped. The tube cannot deliver any more current or electrons. This is not true in the
case of the 2N185 audio output transistors. Clipping can be eliminated by simply increasing the collector potential a few volts. The volume control setting and input
signal to the 2N185 transistors is still the' same as before, but the output signal is
no longer clipped.
[See Page 50

for Additional Notes

on

Transistor Audio -Amp Repair]
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during the
TUBE-TRANSISTOR SALES AT RECORD HIGH --Sales of both transistors and tubes,
records.
industry
to
according
highs
new
first three months of the year, rose to
sold in the correTransistor sales in January and February more than doubled the number
units were sold;
1,190,000
sponding period last year. In this 60 -day period during '56,
'56, 12 -million
of
year
entire
the
During
this year the total thus far is 3,221,300.
mainly for
entertainment,
for
used
were
half
transistors were shipped and approximately
went into
total
the
of
personal portable radios and auto radios. About one quarter
-tube
sales
replacement
increase,
Notwithstanding this sizeable
hearing aids.
of
buildup
the
With
field.
in
the
now
jumped, too, because of the enormous quantities
market
recorders,
tape
and
players
record
TV
sets,
personal
color -TV, portable and
next
experts point out that we can fully expect a 2 -billion -unit tube market within the
'56
to
the
as
compared
-million,
200
over
well
few years that will push renewal sales to
total of 164 -million.
.
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BARIUM TITANATE LOW-PRESSURE CARTRIDGE UNVEILED AT IRE MEETING --The recent increase in
record quality has accented the need for cartridges that can track at very low presto
sures. Tests on record wear indicate that the safe upper limit for tracking pressure,
wear
grams.
Stylus
4
or
3
is
about
minimize development of surface noise and distortion,
tests have shown that considerable advantage obtains when tracking pressure is kept under
frequency re2 grams, particularly for sapphires. To improve tracking distortion and
radii, less
stylus
of
smaller
use
the
sponse, a number of audio experts have proposed
presin
stylus
reduction
a
corresponding
require
than 1 mil. However, such design would
been
has
It
wear.
record
and
stylus
to
in
regard
performance
the
same
sure to give
in
limit
-pressure
found that the compliance limit in tracking is actually the tracking
this
Discussing
stylus.
the
flex
to
cartridges, a limit imposed by the force required
is
problem at the'annual IRE meeting in New York, a phono specialist said that this
attention
enough
not
the limiting factor (due to the dynamic mass of the stylus) to which
and
is paid. A stylus with too high a mass will not track at points of high acceleration
an
this
problem,
To
solve
pressure.
very
low
at
if
tracked
can damage a record even
cartridges
Sample
designed.
been
has
titanate,
barium
using
cartridge,
experimental
and 2 grams, depending on stylus compliance.
have operated successfully between
Dimensions chosen were small enough so that there would be no resonances below 20,000
was criticps. The resonance between the mass of the arm and stylus compliance at 25 cps
arm. The
the
and
cartridge
the
grease
between
by
applying
new
unit
the
in
damped
cally
response.
frequency
experimental unit was said to develop a substantially flat
.

.

.

.

.

.

1/2

of
COMPLEMENTARY SYMMETRY AF DEVELOPED FOR TRANSISTORIZED PORTABLES --The principle
of
number
a
for
recognized
been
has
circuits
complementary symmetry in transistor
years as a means of affording circuit simplicity and component economy. The unavailability of suitable transistor types has prohibited commercial use of.this symmetry
approach in portable broadcast sets. However, there are transistors now being made that
In a commentary on this new approach at the IRE
can be used in these circuits.
idea can now be used very effectively in
the
symmetry
that
was
revealed
it
convention,
audio output stages. The volume control circuits in these symmetrical systems can
be so arranged that the conventional volume control feel obtains during volume adjust.

.

.

ments.

MAJOR MERCHANDISING CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED TO PUSH COLOR --A carnival of color, embracing a
wide range of advertising and promotion, will begin soon in Milwaukee and be extended to
Newspapers, TV and
other sections of the country during the late summer and fall.
the
will
campaign
stress color -TV
In
addition,
color.
radio will be used to promote
by local
extensive
programming
plus
color
public
places,
of
number
a
in
demonstrations
sales.
set
-TV
color
to
spark
stations
.

.

.

SERVICE WILL BE AT THE CHICAGO PARTS SHOW --At the annual electronic parts distributors
show in Chicago, May 20-23, SERVICE will once again be in display room 611 at the Conrad
Hilton hotel.
32
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TO INSURE REAL STAYING-POWER
AFTER INSTALLATION
From the first conception of design, Astron's
protection insures highest capacitor quality and

reliability.
Only the very finest of raw materials pass

Astron's "Selected Purchasing System." Time -proven
production techniques assure "surgically clean"
assembly. Meticulous quality controls are strictly
over 10 separate production line tests
enforced
plus a 100% final inspection of
performed,
are
every unit before shipment!
Astron's climatic protection processes are many
each designed to guard the quality of Astron
capacitors against moisture and temperature long*
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Astron "Staminizing" method of manufacyou a "no -call-back" capacitor
with real staying power!
Remember your reputation is our business. Build
Buy Astron Capacitors
it, guard it, proieet it
they're born -protected.
The

ture

oI II1
,1,1

' guarantees

.

.

.

FREE

ikibil.,_SAFETY MARGIN ..SM..
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Servicing Aid

Save time, use handy Astron pocket-size Replacement and Pricing Guide (AC -4D)

Write Today!

MINIMITE

*al
ti

Trade -mark

pl

CERAMIC CASED TUBULAR TYPE AP

CORPORATION.
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Field Report On The Repair of

A

by
0

{
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'THE PROBLEM: A faulty filter

u

capacitor in a printed -wiring board circuit chassis which is to be
replaced, and a break in the p -w
circuit wiring to be repaired.

°

.

o

-

..

x

'...

'WORKING FROM rear of p -w
chassis to loosen leads with a
40 -watt soldering iron and removing softened solder with a stainless

steel brush, to which the solder
will not adhere. This is a very
delicate operation because of the
number of filter leads and care that
nt the iron
lo., must be taken to p
from burning the phenolic board.

`

subject in presentservice work has
caused as much comment and discussion as the development of printed wiring circuit boards and printed -circuit components. The arguments both
pro and con have waxed loud and
long; the Service Man has geierally
viewed this new process with considerable skepticism both as to its merits
and to its servicing complexities.
It is often too easy for one to sit
back and tell a Service Man that he
has no problems or anything to worry
about in coping with a brand new
situation. We firmly believe that there
is no substitute for actual out -in -the field testing and experiment. Only
through such investigations is it possible to find out how to resolve typical problems.
POSSIBLY NO OTHER
day TV and radio

The Field Trip

Accordingly, to learn how professional Service Men handle printed wiring circuit repairs, we went out
into the field recently with a photographer and s isited one of the leading

T\' -radio service organizations

in the
country, Foster Television and Radio
Company in Chicago.

--a
e

17-,!

ANOTHER STEP in p -w repair; cleaning lead holes of
filter, after its removal, using a
probe tool. This step also calls for
additional application of the soldering iron to loosen any solder lodged
in the holes that cannot be removed with the probe. Here again
is a very delicate operation because
any carelessness will peel off the

1

r
t

surrounding printed circuit.

.

RUSSELL D. GAWNE

General Cement Manufacturing Co.

.

ri.,`

Setup at Shop

Ilete we took a number of photos,
reproduced on these pages, illustrating just how Foster TV checks and
repairs p-w chassis. At the time the
pictures were taken, the shop had 24
TV sets and six radios in for repair.
Pis e of the TV's contained printed
wiring circuits, while one of the
r

..

`°,

I r3
CLEANING OFF solder
imbedded in the board
with a solvent.

`....,-

1

INSTALLING NEW FILTER
capacitor in p -w board after
face of board has been
thoroughly cleaned.

34
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Printed -Wiring Circuit Boards
!adios, a transistor portable, was
similarly equipped.
In view of the increasing quantity
of sets with p-w boards that come in
for repair, Foster TV has developed
experts on p-w repair who know how
to do the job in the shortest possible
time and with the proper tools and

SOLDERING NE W FILTER into
place using a low melting point
solder with special flux -core developed especially for printed wiring circuit soldering.

equipment.
Shop Activity
An average day's business at Foster
TV consists of 133 TV sets repaired
while the customer waits, 30 outside
service calls and eight bench repair
jobs picked up and delivered. In this
same period, 24 picture tubes are
sold, 152 receiving tubes are used,
plus 204 sold across the counter. A
total of 17 car radios were also repaired during this typical day.
Labor on a typical Foster TV work
day includes 260.7 man hours, of
which 174.9 are for actual productive
repair work.

COATING completed installation
with special solution which replaces the original insulation and
is a seal against moisture
ion.
and

Shop Maimgenient

The business, in existence nine
years, is owned by Norman Foster,
who has been in the radio and teleision business all his life, as was his
father before him.
Service manager is Frank Appleby,
who has been with Foster for six
years. According to Appleby, printed wiring circuit repairs are easy if you
use the right tools and service aids.

SCRAPING AWAY insulation with
a tool that has a chisel tip. This
exposes the break in the printed wiring circuit end prepares it
for the repair operation.

What Photos Show
The series of pictures, made at
Foster TV, show a typical printed
circuit repair job, involving the replacement of a faulty filter capacitor
in a TV set and the repair of a break
in the circuit.
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cator. Three coats should be
applied, allowing ample drying time between each coat.
It is interesting to note that
the only other way of repairing breaks in p -w circuits is
by Jumping the break with
a wire soldered to the circuit
on each side of the break;
this is practically an int.
possible task.

'COVERING SILVER
PRINT (after it has

dried) with silicone resin
lacquer to insulate the repaired break.

!
.

:''

I,,..

[

:µ'

PAINTING SILVER PRINT
into the break by means of
a camel's hair brush appli-
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Semiconductors
(Continued from page 23)

ing circuits, the multh ibrator application as an example. Fig. 5 (p. 23)
illustrates the use of this transistor in
such a circuit.

The negative resistance characteristic of this unijunction transistor is
used in this circuit. Capacitor C
charges through D and R2. The transistor, which had been cutoff, switches
to the conducting state when the
charge on C becomes great enough.
Because of the conduction through

the transistor, the junction potential
is very low and the diode is cutoff.
This means that the only path for the
capacitor is the discharge path
through R1, which continues until the
diode again begins to conduct. The
junction current decreases and the
transistor cuts off. The operation
begins again. This action of the transistor is due, in part, to the potential
applied to the other base connection.
Output across the transistor becomes
the multivibrator output.
Semiconductor Diodes
Among the semiconductor diode
types is the uhf mixer such as the

FIG.

8:

GERMANIUM RECTIFIER stacks.

1 \1285$ used in uhf converters because of their low noise, high conversion efficiency, and uniformity.

Rectifiers For TV Power Supplies

Germanium rectifiers have been developed for TV -receiver power supplies. Three types now available are
the 1N573, 1N575, and 1N581, with
ratings as shown below:

lways dependáble..:

wave

Halfwave

1N573

1N575

Half-

Daub -

ler
1N581

Input voltage

(ac)

117

117

117

340

340

340

Output Current
(ma)

250

350

250

Rectifier Voltage
Drop

.15

.30

.15

Peak Inverse

otter quality and design...

It's

as basic as

thot

VIBRA To

C

-

-D vibrators are

your *best biiys,year
'round ... day in and
day out! Look for the
famous

Circuits in which these rectifiers
can be used are shown in Fig. 7 (p.
93). The filter capacity should be
about 300 mid. These units are small
and hermetically sealed. They are
available with two types of mountings; for original use they are supplied with snap -in brackets and for
replacement m'ith standard mounting
brackets. In the current C. E. 17 -inch
portables there are either a pair of
300 -ma selenium diodes or a pair of
250 -ma germanium units.
IC. E. 41BC12.

know-

ing your A,B CD's...

C

-D seál

.

Cartridge Contest Winner

... it

your guarantee of
quality combined with
is

the complete line...
CORRECT replacement C -D vibrator
for every original installation.., no guessing
...no problems! And every C -D vibrator delivers
longer service that is dependable... and quieter
in operation! AND... the complete line of
COMMUNICATION VIBRATORS answers every
replacement problem in this important field!
There is

a

CORNELL-DUBIILIER

skilled engineering and
controlled manufacture!

Plants In South Plainfield, N. J.: New Bedford, Worcester and
Cambridge, Mass.: Providence and Hope Valley, R. I.: Indianapolis, Ind.:
Sanford. Varina and Fuquay Springs, N. C.: and Venice, California.
Subsidiary: The Radlart Corporation, Cleveland, ONO,
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JACK YOUNT, E -V factory sates rep
from Dallas, Texas, receiving a share
of Electro -Voice stock as his award for
winning recent contest, involving sales
of Power -Point ceramic phono Cartridges. Award was made by Albert
Kahn, E -V president, and Velma Hatfield, corporation secretary.

Modulized Circuitry
I(:rmtinued from page

25

`

_

:I

pedance (680,000 ohms in series with
a .074-mfd capacitor) and feeding a
low -impedance line. Also the modules
can be cascaded. Amplifiers of this
type are valuable for al applications

f4

--

r1

=

maw"'

a'

oat

and also in instrumentation.
A voltage gain of approximately 30
is supplied by the intermediate video
amp when its external 500 -ohm vol time control rheostat is set for maximum volume, while the voltage gain
of the cathode follower is approximately .5. The overall voltage gain
thus is approximately 15, or 23.5 db.
A 4 -to -1 control of gain is provided
by the external 500 -ohm rheostat.
A 150 -volt bias source is often used,
but it is not required in conventional
applications; it is recommended when
the system is to he used to amplify
positive pulses in an instrumentation
systetn.
Poer supply requirements for this
amplifier are: +150 e (37 ma),
-150v (1 ma), and 6.3 u (600 ma).
A dual of preamp-mixer can be
circuited by using two intermediate
video -amplifier modules and one dual cathode follower module. Interconnected, these assemblies provide a 2 channel, wide-range audio mixer with
low output impedance.
The two, separate input amplifier
channels are identical with the single
input amplifier described previously.
Overall voltage gain of the system is
15 with the external 500 -ohm gain control rheostats set for maximum
gain. The maximum permissible input -signal voltage before output -signal distortion is 75 millivolts rms.
Separate control of each channel is
provided by the 500 -ohm rheostats; this
permits a flexible control of the mixing

,kor05°.

.

s.

instrumentation.
This channel will deliver a negative
outputt signal having a maximum peak
amplitude of 83 a for a .3 -volt peak
input signal. Output capacitance is 19
'mad; .1 microsecond rise time and 1.5%
droop are obtained for a 500-usec pulse.
Power requirements are: +150 e (16
ma), -150 c (1 tna), and 6.3 u (600
van).
In this circuit, the top output terminal
is at tube plate potential. A blocking
capacitor must be inserted if the do component is to be isolated. Ilowever, the
presence of this capacitor will degrade
the output waveform somewhat, the extent of the distortion of response depending upon the capacitance value.

1

1

`
out"'"
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FOR COLOR TEST!
There's just one way to test
the new color TV sets...
WITH NTSC COLOR PATTERN.

That's what Hycon's Model
616 Color Bar/Dot Genera-

tor offers...all standard

colors, sequences and pat-

terns easily selected and

graphically shown .in actual
color right on the control

panel. For color TV, get

rat in.

Power supply requirements are: +150
e (31 ma) and 6.3 e (900 ma).
1 video -amplifier channel can be assembled by interconnecting one intermediate video -amplifier module and one
triode video -driver module. This amplifier can be used for television and

,I

_

MODEL 622
5" OSCILLOSCOPE
with automatic triggered
sweep, first really new
scope development in
years. Fewer adjustments;
no sync problems.

ready ...GET HYCON

r'
.

!

"Where Accuracy Counts"
ELECTRONICS, INC.
A Subsidiary of Hycon Mfg. Company
1030 SOUTH ARROYO PARKWAY
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

r

Q/j

i .HYCON ELECTRONICS, INC.
Dept. S-4
P. O. Bin D
Pasadena, California
Please send me the new model 616 and 622 catalogs.

please,

Name

for Catalogs
616 and 622

Address

¡ city

State

L
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magnetic - deflection type, with a
spherical filterglass faceplate, an aluminized screen (14%" x 11 11/16")
with slightly curved sides and
rounded corners, and a projected
screen area of 155 square inches.

TRANSISTOR

TUBE
.

%fed

Latest Developments In 110° Wide -Angle Picture Tubes

(14-11-21 Inch Types)

...

Vertical -Deflection Amplifiers

For Wide -Angle Chassis... Color -TV Tubes... Auto -Radio

design stage for nearly a year, are
now firmly out of the blueprint de-

partment. Three types, 14, 17 and 21 inch types are now available, and the
24 -inch size will be on the market in
early summer.
The new 21 -inch tubes' are nearly
six inches shorter than the 90° models
and are 20 per cent lighter.
In 17 -inch portables' the new tubes
(17BVP4) have permitted a 50 per
cent reduction in the overall dimensions of the 17 -inch set.
In achieving the 110 deflection,
engineers report, the picture tubes
employ a slimmer tube neck, 11" in
diameter, compared to 1 7/16" for
most present 90° picture tubes.
Basic design for the new lightweight line' includes a 600 -ma heater,
aluminized screen, electrostatic focus,
ion trap and external conductive coat-

shorter and its weight is 5 pounds
lighter.
In addition to its wide deflection
angle and very short length, the tube
also has a neck diameter of 1W'. This
small neck diameter not only makes
possible the use of a deflecting yoke
having high deflection sensitivity, but
also permits deflection of the beam
through the wide deflection angle
with only slightly more power than
is required to scan a tube with 90°
deflection angle.
Another design feature of this tube
is an electron gun of the straight type,
said to have improved focus, and a
unique pre -focus lens system to maintain image sharpness over the entire
screen area. The gun in this tube
eliminates the need for an ion -trap
magnet.
The 17CDP4, like the others, is a
low - voltage electrostatic - focus and

ing.

The 110° lightweight tubes' employ a newly designed 7 -pin conventional style base, which retains the
use of flexible stem leads in the glass to -metal lead seals.
Another 90° type', the 17CDP4,
features a 450-ma/8.4-v heater. Also
rectangular in shape, this tube has a
16 9/16" envelope diagonal, an overall length of 12 9/16", and a weight
of 10 póunds. In comparison with
types having the same size faceplate
and 90° deflection, the 17CDP4 has
an overall length approximately 3"
'Sylvania.
38
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New RECEIVING TUBES have also been
designed for the 110° picture tubes.
One line' includes 9 -pin miniature
beam power pentodes, electrically
similar to the 6\V6, (6DB5 and
12DB5) that can be used as vertical
deflection or audio amplifiers.
The 6DB5 and 12DB5 are identical
except for heater characteristics; the
12DB5 incorporates a 600 -ma heater
for use in series string chassis.
For 110° vertical deflection use,
another manufacturer' has announced
a 9 -pin miniature duo -triode, the
101)E7.

Power Transistors

THE 110° WIDE-ANGLE TUBES, in the

Vertical Deflection Amplifiers for
110° Tubes

Featuring a 600 -ma heater for
series-string operation, the tube contains two dissimilar triode sections.
The smaller section is a medium -mu
triode with typical oscillator characteristics. The output section is a low
mu, high perveance triode rated at a
plate current of 80 -ma at zero bias,
a maximum plate dissipation of 7
watts, a peak positive plate voltage
of 1000 absolute maximum and a
peak cathode current rating of 160 -ma
maximum.
In addition to the 10DE7, a type
131)E7 is available for 450 -ma series
string applications; a 61)E7 has been
designed for standard transformer
design.
Color-TV Renewal Tubes
TRIODE PENTODES and
beam -power pentrodes for color -TV
are among new receiving tubes' that
are now available for the renewal
market.
The triode pentode (6ÁZ8) can
be used in both color and monochrome television receivers. The beans
-power pentode (6CB5A) has been
designed especially for use as a horizontal deflection amplifier tube in
color -TV.

MINIATURE

Audio Auto -Radio Transistors

the germanium alloy
pup type, (2N301)' designed specifically for the audio output stages
of auto radios, marine, and other

TRANSISTORS of

THE 110° magnetic deflection picture
tube (right) which permits a 50 per
cent reduction in TV cabinet bulk, and
is shorter and lighter than the 90°
picture tube, shown at left. (Sylvania)

(Continued on page 45)
'CBS -H yt ron.
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Dealers Prove

Winegard eihttCep

Gold Anodized

c,

',iJ . rf
.

r

SELLS BEST!

téñná.

'housonds of dealers have proved conclusively
hat the Winegard Color 'Ceptor outsells any
omparable TV antenna! This is the simple test
hat has convinced them: They've shown their
ustomers the glistening gold -anodized Color
Ceptor right alongside competitive types .
ind, when given the chance to choose for
hemselves . . . the vast majority of their cusomers invariably selected the Color 'Ceptorl
-he explanation's simple! Eye appeal is what
:linches the sale. Your customers are no diferent than you. They are used to buying
sroducts that present a finished, quality apsearance. They instinctively reject an item
hat is dull, drab and lifeless.

Is Much More Than
Mere Beauty Treatment

Anodizing

all

r"';

a

Note:

-

,s\/ -

VHF Channel
Reception For Both
Black-andeWhite
and Color
'

,

.

'c

-

Each; gold Color 'Captor
you install helps sell another. ' Once folks -see'
these ,bright gold an-:
tennas "sprouting, up in

Ile diamond -hard

toughness of this anodized
resistance against cor-osion-pevents the Color 'Ceptor from ever
'timing black and ugly, and locks in, permanently, all the superb performance engineered
into the Color 'Ceptor. You can sell this
longer -life feature as a big advantage-and it
makes real sales sense to your customers.
:finish provides positive

'

s'

e

.

..their neighborhood, they
wori't be satisfied until
they óvin the gold aritenna, tool

Second to None in Performance
Winegard Antenna broke all long-distance
reception records in 1956 (see Radio -Electronics
Magazine, Jan. '57). Equipped with optional
signal -boosting Power -Pack and patented'
"Electro -lens' focusing, the gold -anodized
:olor 'Ceptor is unbeatable for long-distance
reception . . . and clear, watchable pictures.
Black -and -White or color! If the Winegard
olor 'Captor won't bring in a station you
will!
want to see .
. nothing
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Free Display Creates Sales Boom!
Here's the display that has sold thousands of
Color 'Ceptors for dealers all over the nation.
By getting the beautiful gold Color 'Ceptors
out where folks can see them
dealers ore
Suilding antenna sales volume they never
realized existed! In fact, many dealers report
they are now making more money selling
Winegard antennas than they are on TV sets!

713141 15161

...

'

CL-4X

17e91Ó11t717

Gain Chart
with Power -Pack

Get Full Information Now!
Don't you think it's time you shared in the
spectacular success of America's most -wanted
V antenna? The coupon below will bring you
eye-opening details. Mail it today!

Color'Cept4r
'Model CL-4X"-.$44.90
If Color 'Gptor won't bring

Winegard company
Dept. 84

3000 Scotlen

..nothing, will)

Blvd., Burlington, Iowa

-

Nomo

Please rush me free 4 -color descriptive literature
on your gold -anodized Color 'Ceptor and informa-

tion on display material.
I'o, Interested In the complete line of new 1957
Winegard antennas.
Company
I

Address

I

City

State

ri

,

'

,Color'Ceptor
Model CL -4 $29.95

-

-

in a station you want to see

Exclusive Color'Cepor
t
f-eatures
i

Winegard Color 'Ceptors are consiitently advertised in leading natiónal
magazines your customers read!

'

Completely non -corrosive gold -anodized finish.
Power-Pack-up to 47.1% more sensitivity.
Pat."Electro-Lens"e-. clearer .picturei at greater diitancé.

SattTTi i
HuuSf'110

meya,

o

3000 Scotten Blvd., Burlington, Iowa
Cable Addrissi Western Union JRWCO

)1111Pf

farm Journal

/14r'4/////i/
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Pat. -No. 2,700,105: Copyright
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ALWAYS USE
RCA. SERVICE PARTS
Fact is, it's not only quicker, but more profitable when you use RCA
Service Parts for servicing RCA Victor TV, Radios and Phonographs!
Makes sense, too, when you realize that every one of the thousands
'of RCA Service Parts have been designed and produced for one
purpose ... to replace original parts used in RCA Victor instruments.
Each is an identical mechanical and electrical duplicate, factory -tailored
to fit without time-consuming filing, drilling, or sawing. Out with
the old, in with the new ... it's as simple as that!
On your next trip toy our local distributor, stock up on fit -right,
install -fast RCA Service Parts-and keep your servicing
on the

go-profitably!

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
COMPONENTS DIVISION

RCA

PRODUCTS

40
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RCA

SERVICE

PARTS-made

CAMDEN, N. J.
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Line -Loss Equalization in Low -High -Band Community TV Systems
by JACK DARR

X

IN THE DESIGN of a community -antenna system for TV, transmission line
losses are a major factor, serving to
determine the lengths of cable runs,
the gain required of amplifiers, and to
a great extent, the size and type of
coax cable that must be used.
Unfortunately, TV signals do nót
all suffer the same attenuation in any
given length of cable. High -channel,
signals (174-216 mc) have approximately twice as much loss per foot
as the low -channel signals (54-88
mc). This is due to the normal characteristics of coax cable and to the
inherent characteristics of high -frequency rf signals. This results invariably in a serious unbalance of the
signal levels at the input of any amplifier used at the end of a long run 'of
cable. This condition would even hold
in a system handling only low -channel
signals, as the loss is roughly proportionate to frequency, and is aggravated in a system carrying both high
and low-channel signals. With two
high -channel stations and two low channel stations, typical of many
community systems, the unbalance
can become serious, unless steps are
taken to counteract it.
Unbalance in transmission lines
must be minimized to avoid troubles
due to cross -modulation, actual crosstalk and even parasitic oscillations
(clue to amplifiers or individual stages
in amplifiers being driven above cutoff or into saturation by excessively
high signals on some channels). These
troubles result in rf beat patterns,
garbled sound or windshield -wiper
interference.
An ideal condition would be the
arrival of each signal at the same level
to each amplifier in the system. This
would eliminate the need for low frequency losser pads, special slopes
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on amplifier response curves, which
are difficult to obtain and hold, and
other devices. Several methods have
been developed to obtain this result.
Reception troubles are aggravated
when very long runs of cable must
be used as, for instance, between antenna site and the first amplifier; Fig.
1. In this setup, which was used in a
recent installation for channels 4, 6, 7
and 11, the initial run from the antenna site to amplifier 1 is 3600'; from
this point, a 2800' run is used to bring
the cable to another bank of amplifiers in shack 2 or the agc shack, so
called because at this point the agc
'action of the amplifiers holds the signal levels fed into the main system at
a constant level. Both banks of amplifiers are the same; strip amplifiers
for each channel serve to feed a master amplifier with a gain of around 65
db. At the antenna site, the high
channels have been set to about 5-10
db above the lows, and maximum obtainable gain is used to enable the signals to survive the long trip down the
mountain.

llthough the cable used in these

DIGEST

INSTALLATION

SERVICE

runs is of the large type, losses have
been found to be severe; losses on the
low -bands, .8 db per 100' and the
high bands, 1.4 db per 100'. Thus,
the two high channels, 7 and 11, developed a total attenuation of about
50 db in run 1, while on channels
4 and 6 only a 28 db loss was noted.
To equalize this loss, the amplifier
previou ly used in 1 had to has a an
extreme slope in its response curve,
rising very sharply on the highs. Even
with this slope, it was necessary to
pad the lows down sharply to prevent
them from attaining undesirably high
levels in the cable. This could cause
radiation and other troubles.
In the second run of 2800', other
losses occurred. The total loss, over
the whole run, was 90 db on the
highs, and 50 db on the lows. To resolve this problem it was necessary
to find a method that would bring the
signals to the agc shack at approximately the same levels.
Obviously, from the attenuation figures and the gain available at the
antenna site amplifiers, the low chan(Continued on page 60)

(Right)
FIG. 2: A LOW BYPASS filter used in conjunction with special
high -channel amplifier to equalize losses of high and low -band
signals. The filter is symmetrical, with parts being reversed at
input and output. Lengths of cable given are not too critical;
a small improvement in curve -shape did result with the lengths
shown.
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(left): OVERALL RUN from antenna site through
amplifier 1 to second agc amplifier banks.
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Portable
Troubleshooting
TV

(Continued from page 12)
tifier) are connected in series, no tubes
will light should the filament of one tube

'The TACO Topliner has been proved the finest performer-in side -by -side comparisons. Inactual installations the
Topliner provides' the day-in, day -out performance so
necessary to maintain your reputation with the customer.
Seeing is believing-use a Topliner on that next installation. Find out for yourself just how much better the
TACO Topliner works.
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open. Ro,, connected in series with the
filaments, drops about 30 volts of the 117
volt ac input. Roo serves to limit the
peak -charging current to a safe value to
protect the rectifiers.
Under no load, a half-wave voltage
doubler produces a dc voltage which is
about 2.82 (2 x 1.414) times the ram
value of the 117-volt input, or about 330
(2.82 x 117) volts. Under load conditions and taking into account the voltage
drop across the rectifiers, Roo, R., and
L,,, the dc output is somewhat greater
than twice the value of the 117 volt ac
input, or 260 volts.
The basic circuitry of a doubler circuit is diagrammed in Fig. 2 (p. 12.)
In operation, during the first positive ac
input alternation, point A is positive with
respect to point B, and SR, is conductive, while SR, is non-conductive. Current 1, flows in the direction of the
arrows and charges C., as shown. During the first negative ac cycle on the
input, point A is negative, with respect
to point B. The charge across C. adds
its potential to that of the peak value
of the ac supply voltage and the current flow (12) is through SR,, charging
C. to a potential equal to that of the
line voltage, plus the voltage across C..
Thus, the voltage across C. is equal to
twice the 117 -volt line voltage, under no
load. The voltage waveforms of C. and
are also illustrated in Fig. 2.
The horizontal afc and sync circuit of
a system which contains only one tube,
a 6CC7, used as a multivibrator, that
will be found in Admiral chassis
I4UY3B, C is shown in Fig_ 3 (p. 13.)
The afc discriminator stages consist of
two selenium rectifiers. Three inputs are
fed to the discriminator; namely, a positive horizontal -sync pulse from the plate
of the sync inverter to the top of
CR,o,A, a negative horizontal sync pulse
from the cathode of V3o,B to the bottom of CR,mn, and a positive pulse from
the horizontal yoke windings to the junction of CR,o,A-CR,o,n. The latter pulse
is integrated by C,60-C,:o-R,,1 to form a

r;1

Color -TV Clinic
illIteketelbe

'/.

-

r,odema,k
N. Y.
TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORPORATION, SHERBURNE,
4,
Ont.
Toronto
Ltd.,
IN CANADA: Hackbusch Electronics,
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BILL ASHBY, director of service engineering for Cornell-Dubilier, at one
of series of nationwide color -TV clinics he is now conducting, in cooperation with local C -D distributors.

sawtooth before being applied to the
rectifiers.
If the horizontal sync pulses appear
in the center -portion of the sawtooth, the
oscillator phase and frequency is correct
and no error voltage is produced at the
Ra-Ro,,, junction. If the sync pulses do
not appear as indicated, the oscillator
frequency is incorrect and an error voltage is developed and coupled to the
horizontal-oscillator input via Cu,. This
changes the oscillator frequency automatically so that it is proper.
The 6CG7 (17.az) is a cathode -coupled
multivibrator which contains but three
resistors, two capacitors and one coil
(L.a1). This coil, together with C.,a, produce 15,750 -cps sine waves which alter
the Vio, plate waveform so that noise
pulses cannot easily drive it out of cutoff during non -conduction time; thus,
superior noise immunity is achieved.
C.2a-R.33 form a sawtooth-forming network which couples a sawtooth to the
grid of the horizontal output tube. Actually, this sawtooth is a trapezoid (as
shown), since it is peaked to produce
flywheel action in the flyback circuit.
The vertical oscillator and output circuit is also shown in Fig. 3. The 6CM7
is a plate -coupled multivibrator, where
is the input multivibrator tube
V,0,
and V,n,,, is the output section of the
multivibrator, as well as the vertical output stage. This eliminates the need for
an additional vertical output stage. The
vertical integrator preceding V,01.4, employs two rc's in cascade (1í.401-C,o1 and
R.ar-C.2), instead of three customary
for most conventional Tv sets. C,03-R,0,
comprise the coupling network which

The horizontal sweep circuit used in
RCA chassis 8 -PT-7032 was designed
for simplicity. No by cage is used to enclose this circuit. Instead, the flyback
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SYNC SEPARATOR in the G.E.
portable 17T025.

feeds the integrator or output to the
vertical -oscillator input.
The circuitry confined within the
dashed lines in the circuit is wired to a
printed -wiring circuit board. This includes the following circuits; horizontal
afc, sawtooth-forming network (and

other connecting components), vertical
integrator .and coupling network and a
part of the vertical oscillator. The Admiral chassis contains one other circuit
board which includes the circuitry of the
audio (all but the output stage), video
and sync separator stages.

transformer (only 1;5" square) is encased
in an L -type shielding can. A 1V2 he
rectifier mounts on to the can to place
it as close to the flyback transformer
as possible. The 6BQ6 and 6AX4 horizontal output and damper tubes are
situated adjacent to the can. The transformer does not contain a high -voltage
winding (thin winding wound over low voltage winding) found in other flyback
transformers. This design principle has
been adopted for several reasons.
The p -p voltage from the horizontal
output tube plate to ground is about
4- to 6 -kv in most flyback systems. The
by winding steps up this voltage to
about 10-15 kv (for picture tubes up
to 21 -inches), where it is rectified by the
Ilv rectifier stage. Thus, the 6BQ6 plate
voltage is approximately 5 kv; this is the
voltage' which also appears at the elate
of the IV2.
The sync-separator system used in the
C. E. portable model 17T025 is shown
in Fig. 4; it consists of one triode stage
('2 6AU8). The agc clamper stage is indicated to show how it is connected to
the separator. The input to the 6AU8
is positive -sync -going and the output
contains negative -sync-going pulses. The
low plate voltage and large bias makes
this stage an overdriven amplifier: The
p -p input voltage is about 85 (10 y p -p
for the sync signal alone) and the p -p
output voltage is 60. The sync -separator
output is fed to the vertical integrator
and horizontal ate section.
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Now for the first time-a practical procedure for spotting the cause of trouble
in any TV set-FAST! Overcomes the most difficult, most time-consuming TV
trouble shooting problems. There's no guesswork! Quick, simple tests tell
you in which of 5 TV set sections to find the cause of the trouble. Fool -proof
Check Charts help you locate the exact trouble spot at once, from as many
as 700 possibilities. Not a book for the "tinkerer" or home owner who tries
to fix his own TV set-IT'S A BOOK \VRITTEN FOR TV SERVICEMEN
TO SAVE TIME AND MONEY. The hours and aggravation it can save yoúon
a single servicing job more than pays for this amazing handbook. I-lelps
you make more money as an expert speedy TV trouble-shooter!

NEEDED BY EVERY TV SERVICEMAN
"Pinpoint TV Troubles in 10 Minutes" is one of the most valuable "tools"
)ou can carry on a servicing call. Amazingly practical. Over 300 spiral
bound fast reference pages with 50 time -saving Check Charts; dozens of
important diagrams and tests; explanations of circuits and designs. Fits
easily into tool kit for handy on-the-job reference. Prepared and guaranteed by the famous Coyne Electrical School. Costs nothing to examine on
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USE IT ON 7 DAYS FREE

TRIAL!

You must see this sensational new handbook to believe how
much time It can save you-how It makes your days more
productive and your work easier. Send no money. lust the
coupon. Weil rush your copy to you on FREE TRIAD
Try It yourself. Then. after 7 days either send only $3.95
plus postage, or return the book and owe nothing. Take
advantage of this no -risk offer NOW
1

MAIL COUPON NOW!
Educational Book Publishing Division
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL. Dept. SY-47
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, III.
YES! Rush new TV trouble shooting handbook:
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Color -TV Line Checks
(Continued from page 15)
.
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MPHENo

olyfoam
CABLES
Low Cost, Low Weight, Great Strengththese are the startling new advantages of
AMPHENOL'S pioneering Polyfoam cable! By
means of a revolutionary method of extruding
polyethylene foam, new Polyfoam cable
features a cellular dielectric made of millions of
tiny, sealed air bubbles. Polyfoam 621-715
(RG-59/U type), because of this new process,
weighs 50% less, has 50% greater tensile
strength and costs 16% less, than standard 59/U!
Additional savings result in reduced installation
costs through greater tensile strength.
A non -contaminating jacket of specially
compounded black polyethylene provides
improved weathering properties and extended
cable life. Standard RF connectors (such as
AMPHENOL BNC Series and UHF Series)
may be used for cable/connector assembly.
Capitalize on the advantages of foamed
polyethylene-with new AMPHENOL
Polyfoam cable!

input end

as a

function of the frequency

change.

The standing -wave -ratio can be obtained if we can measure Em,. and
Em,n.
test hookup for this measurement is
shown in Fig 5 (p. 15). To insure proper
snatching of the line input, a 92 to 300 ohm adapter must be used, the end of
the line being terminated by 680 ohms.
All connections must be made as short as
possible. In this test, a sweep and marker
generator' is employed with controls set
on low channels for high rf output and
minimum harmonics.
The traces obtained on the screen of
the 'scope using this setup is shown in
a of Fig. 6 (p. 15). The number of
divisions from the blanking line (base
line) to the top of the representation,
divided by number of divisions from the
base line to the lower part of the representation, will provide us with the standing -wave ratio. In our case, we will
count (12) units for Em°, and (6) units
for Em,,,; s -w -r thus is 12/6 or 2 to 1.
This method gives us a fairly accurate
picture of the existing conditions. However, a few facts must be taken into consideration when actual measurements are
made. From the theoretical part of our
discussion we find that the s -w -r will
change with frequency; however, if the
FM component of our rf energy is small
with reference to the center frequency,
the error introduced is negligible. More
important is the specific loss of the transmission line in question. Obviously, the
degree of mismatch at the end of the
line, together with the amount of attenuation, will determine E.,.. Accordingly,
lines with a high specific loss might
simulate a good match and low s -w -r.
Attenuation data for lines are usually
provided as shown below:

Attenuation
Type
300 -ohm two-wire
RG11/U coax
RG59/U coax

In

200

700
mc

DB/100'
400

mc

1.2
2

2
3

3.8

5.8

.

mc
2.8
4.2
8

As stated earlier, if a given line is
terminated with a load equal to it's characteristic impedance, all of the energy

TV Antenna Result Study
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This new polyfoatn 511/U type cable
is also available in Type 1 and It

dyl Jackets. A Polyfoam version of
RG-11/(1 is also available. It has
tremendous advantages for
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describing both of these new
-
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performance questionnaire asking
for personal information on antenna's
quality, appearance and results, to employee' Dominic Angelucci, as part of
a

cables-today!
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fNP.NECf13LCETRONICS CORPORATION
'chicago 50, illinois

ITT P'

(right) presenting
SNYDER
BEN
single -mast indoor TV antenna, plus

the company's initial research study,
in cooperation with Snyder's 500 em-

ployees throughout the country.

will be absorbed by the load and none
will he reflected back to the generator;
we are assuming ideal conditions. Here
is how this can be proved. The controls
on the generator and 'scope should be
set as indicated in Fig. 5, varying the
terminating resistor for the line (a small
500 -ohm carbon -type potentiometer) until a minimum indication is obtained on
the screen of the 'scope; Fig. 6a, b and
e. Now the pot can be disconnected and
the setting measured by means of an
ohmmeter. We discover that our pot was
set in the neighborhood of 300 ohms.
Of more practical value is the following experiment. Again the test setup in
Fig. 5 can be used. This time an rf impedance is used as the load and the center frequency of the FM generator is
varied. We find that at a certain fre-

quency the s -w -r is a minimum, which
means that at this particular frequency
the impedance of our load is 300 ohms,
or, conversely, that at a certain center
frequency a maximum of energy picked
up by the rf load (TV antenna) will be
transferred to the T\' receiver; Fig. 6d.
The marker pip on the figure represents
the position of the video carrier of channel 2. The small difference between
Em.. and Em,,, indicates a good s -w -r
and we can conclude that this particular
installation should produce
antenna
satisfactory color reception on channel 2;
or, at least, if the color picture is not
satisfactory, a poor s -w -r cannot be
blamed.
We might find that the same antenna
installation has a less favorable s -w -r
when tested on another channel. This
could help to explain the differences in
color picture quality when different
channels arc tuned in, although the signal strength might be identical.
In most cases we will not be interested in the actual attenuation in db/ft;
but let us suppose we have some coax or
twin lead left over from a previous installation we want to use for an installation. It has been lying in the basement
and we want to he sure it is still usable.
\Ve know from our previous tests how a
good line will look on the 'scope so if
we have a line of similar length and
material being tested, we should get
similar indications. If the s -w -r is low
and resembles c in Fig. 6, we know that
our line has excessive attenuation.
In connection with line attenuations,
ghosts clue to mismatch can be suppressed in the following manner. If we
can afford sonic attenuation, two resistors
of approximately 50-100 ohms should be
inserted in series with the antenna lead
at the antenna terminals of the TV set.
The regular or desired signal has to
overcome the attenuation only once, but
the reflections pass it several times and
lose more strength than the desired signal.

Tube -Transistor News
(Continued front page 38)
mobile communications equipment have
been announced.
When used in class A service, it is
said, a single 2N301 can deliver a maxi-

mum -signal power output of approximately 2.7 watts with a power gain of
32.5 db; in class B push-pull service, two
2N301's can deliver a maximum -signal
power output of approximately 12 watts
with a power gain of 30 die.
The transistor has a special mount
structure in which the collector is electrically and thermally connected to a
mounting flange to insure good electrical contact and thermal conductivity.
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Complete Line of VOM's
Select the one that fits your needs!
MODEL

260

'

_.

world's most'

popular!

Over half a million Model 260's
have been sold to date! 20,000
Ohms per volt. You'll find it
wherever quick, accurate, electrical checks are needed. It's so
handy, so dependable, so sensibly priced! Ask your jobber.
Price, including
Ad
-Vue
Handle, only

43.95

.

Carrying Cases from

MODEL

ttZ

*q
c.

$7.75
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100,000
Ohms
per volt!
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the new VOM with a 7" meter

Most sensitive VOM

20,000 Ohms per volt DC and 5,000
Ohms per volt AC sensitivity
33
ranges . . . compact
7" case with AdjustA-Vue Handle

available!

Carrying Case

Carrying Case

...

$59.50
$ 9.95

A

Volt-Ohm-Microam-

meter with o big 7" meter in a compact 7" case ...33 ranges ... Adjustee

Handle...

price complete

$88 00
$ 9.95

NEW!
MIDGETESTER Model 355-New shirt -pocket size Volt -Ohmmeter $34.95
MODEL 240-Small VOM; 14 ranges; up to 3000 volts AC or DC $28.95
MODEL 230-Small VOM; 12 ranges; up to 1000 volts AC or DC $27,95
ROTO RANGER Model 221-25 Separate meters at turn of a switch $75.00
LABORATORY STANDARD-For instrument calibration. Price on application.

o

ELECTRICCOMPANY-...
World's largest Manufacterer .of:.Electronic Test Equipment
5:00 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Ill.
EStebrook 9-1121
In Canada: Bach -Simpson, Ltd., London, Ontario
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TUBE AND TUBE -TRANSISTOR TESTER

A CATHODE CONDUCTANCE tube tester,
640, and a tube and transistor tester,

HOLE SAW*
WITH

'

TEST INSTRUMENTS

YOUR ORDER OF TWO DOZEN

a rm

660, have been introduced by Precision
\pparatus Co., Inc., 70-31 84th St.,
Glendale 27, N. Y.
Model 640, an emission tester, features a free -point 10 -lever element selector system.
Model 660 incorporates the tube testing features of Model 640 and provides,
in addition, tests on all rf, af, power and
tetrode transistors for Iceo, gain, leakage
and other performance characteristics.
Also tests crystals diodes for both forward and reverse current, and has circuitry for beam-current testing of all
popular TV picture tubes.

BALL
ANTENNAS
MODEL TCF-3C
O

Most popular auto antenna style ever known-

*
*

74IIIII11II

lll11

designed for beauty
engineered for finest radio
reception
easiest to install from the
outside

AND

Ca

DELUXE HOLE CUTTER
job.
makes every installation a quick and simple

hole in the car body in one clean sweep.
Made especially for WARD 8 -Ball mounts including:
Majorette and Tear Drop, Silveramic,'' Dura-ramic,®
Fits
Disappearing and Rear Mounts. Just the right size.
Cuts a

any

1516"

1/4" drill.

It's a real timesaver.

antennas Model,
Given FREE with the purchase of 24 8.84311
NOW before
TCF-3C. Limited time only. See your distributor
offer expires.
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PRODUCTS
CORPORATION

GABRIEL COMPANY Dept. S-4
AVENUE CLEVELAND 15, OHIO

A DIVISION OF THE
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O

O

IN -CIRCUIT CAPACITOR TESTER
AN IN -CIRCUIT CAPACITOR tester, CT -1,

utilizing a double -parallel balance principle has been announced by Century
Electronics Co., Inc., 111 Roosevelt Ave.,
Mineola,
ineola, N. Y.
In -circuit and out -of -circuit tests can
be made for quality, including leakage,
shorts, open and intermittents for capacitance values from 200 mmfd to .5 mfd.
Unit can also be used for electrolytics,
transformers, socket and wiring capacity,
and high resistance leakage up to 300
megohms.
O

O

O

LOW RESISTANCE OHMMETER
AN ouxsxIETER, 362, providing measure-

ment of low-resistance values and utilizing low circuit currents, has been developed by the Simpson Electric Co., 5200
W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, III.
Tester gives readings from .1 to 25
ohms with an accuracy said to be within
3% of full scale value, by using expanded
scale of suppressed -infinity shunt-type
ohmmeter. Círcuít current is 5 ma maximum, which prevents damage to low current components.
Unit can be used for checking wiring
connections, contacts, transformers, and
other low -resistance components, as well
as in servicing electric motors and generators.

CATALOGS

Ike

BOOKS

BURGESS ;1g57 19alzabWRaidio
PROGRAM
BATTERY

V;4r

WAACE MANUFACTURING Co., 632 N. Albany Ave.,
Chicago
12, Ill., has published catalog W-58 covering repair parts,

WILL INCREASE
YOUR SALES!

equipment and supplies for electric appliances. Contains technical data and information on testing equipment, special lubricants, adhesives and cements, cords and heating elements.
o

0

section on transistor batteries with latest information on batteries for transistor sets as well as tube models. Battery component of more than 600 models of portable radios, including
41 different brands, are detailed in chart.
o

o

BURGESS BATTERIES FOR.
LOUICK.SALES-EXTRA PROFITS

...

o

ill

CLAROSTAT MANUFACTUURINC CO., INC.,

Dover, N. H., has
prepared a condensed catalog on controls and resistors featuring facts and figures, photos and dimensional drawings.
Among items listed are composition -element and wire -wound
potentiometers in different sizes and wattages; power rheostats;
a selection of switches; precision, encapsulated and molded
composition -element potentiometers; allied hardware, and a
line of wire-wound power resistors.
0

O

Here's a four -barrelled portable battery promotion that's
bound to boost your battery
profits in 1957. Built around
proved sales -getters, the Burgess program has everything.
Be sure to see your Burgess distributor soon for complete details about this big
new 1957 promotion.

o

THE RAY -O -VAC Co., 212 E. Washington Ave., Madison,
Wis., has published a portable radio battery comparative guide
showing Ray -O -Vac numbers (adopted from the approved
NEDA standard numbering system) and the numbers of seven
other major battery manufacturers. Guide is in the form of a
chart with a riveted hole for hanging on the wall. Also has a

c6'. ¿oyt

I

(',,

Iií

NEW SALES:STIMULATING
PROMOTION IDEAS!

0

Mount Vernon, N. Y., has announced publication of replacement data on deflection yokes, horizontal
output flyback transformers, vertical output and vertical blocking oscillator transformers for Motorola, RCA, Philco and
Admiral chassis.... Literature covers receivers manufactured
up through the first half of '56.
TODD -IRAN CORP.,

0

0

HICKOK ELECTRICAL

Dupont Ave.,
Cleveland 8, 0.,
(form 225K)
listing features and specifications on an electronic volt -ohmquali-kit.
meter
INSTRUMENT CO., 10521
has published a 2 -page bulletin
e

e

new dual-purpose \vall
chart or counter easel contains
Portable Radio Picture Chart,
Replacement Guide Index
and Cross Reference Chart.
A

e

AUDIOPHILE, division of United File-O-Matic, Inc., 60 Madison
Ave., Hempstead, N. Y., has announced an audio -catalog serv-

ice which offers descriptions, specifications and illustrations on
the products of more than 228 manufacturers. Both catalog and
pricing replacement pages are sent to subscribers as often as
manufacturers add, discontinue or revise their products. Contains over 1,000 slotted -hole pages.
e

0

o

I

POINT OF SALE
THAT

SELL

0.,

has published a catalog sheet describing alligator clips with
cord strain relief ears and meshing teeth.
o

e

Coop., 4055 Redwood Ave., Venice,
Calif., a subsidiary of Litton Industries, has announced publication of their 1957 general catalog (TR-57) which describes
and illustrates over 700 transformers, of which 117 are new
items; toroids, pulse, transistor, hermetically sealed, power,
filament and audio transformers, chokes and TV components.
TRIAD

TRANSFORMER

O

o

o

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHERS, INC., 116

West 14th St., New York
11, N. Y., has published a 32 -page Spring -Summer '57
catalog. A leather book-mark will be forwarded free with
each
catalog to all Service Men.
o

o

a Division of Globe Union Inc., 900 E. Keefe
Avenue, Milwaukee 1, \Vis., has announced availability of
their 106 -page pocket control reference guide No. 5. Hundreds
of new listings are in this new edition. Priced at 20 cents.
CENTRAL

113,

\1YVU

ANIMATED

action display
merchandiser at left
has colorful animated
action. Use In window
or on counter. will
display assortment of
most popular Burgess
portable types or both
batteries and a radio.
New

0

MUELI.cli ELEcrEIC Co., 1573 East 31st St. ,Cleveland 14,

BATTERIES

IT'S

Contains listings of test equipment for servicing TV, radio, and
industrial electrical equipment, as well. as refrigerat'on, airconditioning, appliances and heating equipment.
o

_

MERCHANDISING AIDS

SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO., 5200 \Vest Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Ill.,
has published a six -page bulletin (2058) on test equipment.

o

Ask your jobber. It is FRE
st, ;. BATT
y
BURGESS Tt u.

.rrerat2t

r.
URGESS
Window card 1n full
color at right Is just
like the one described
above except It Is not
animated.

WINDOW STREAMER
A big, bright full-color win-

dow banner that's double-designed to stop the customer
and tie in with the other
Burgess sales aids for maximum impact in the store.

FREEI

B/1TTERIES 1L

:,f

RETAIL PRICE CARD

aar:511 4/ERE

IPE.i

'

voltages and up-to-date
retail prices in "easy
to select" form. FREE!

Ilkn

Full line wire rack
at left accommodates

complete inventory of

radio batteries. Durable, full-time salesman. Best merchandiser of all!
BATTERY TESTERS
OTHER MOTION DISPLAYS

Ij

Furnishes Burgess portable battery numbers,

REPLACEMENT BATTERY
STICKER

Provides

ample

_

space for replacement battery number and dealer int-

print-a

sure
getter! FREE!

repeat

...,

business

CONTACT YOUR BURGESS DISTRIBUTOR FOR DETAILS TODAY!

BURGESS
BATTERIES
BURGESS BATTERY' COMPANY
CREEPORTy

ILLINOIS
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Service Engineering
(Continued from page 26)

...another

MAiióRY

education, for which no charge can be
made.
Test Equipment Supply

service -engineered

product

addition to much composite
equipment such as harmonic and
modulation monitors that we have
built up to meet our specific needs,
the shop equipment includes a 'scope,
voltohmyst, signal generator, audio
signal generator, battery eliminator,
vibrator tester, tube tester and a frequency meter. We alsohave grid -dip
meter which is particularly useful in
this kind of work.
Of course, our crew who work
on transmitters, possess second or
first class radiotelephone operator's
In

stops
costly

I

icenses.

secCOMPONENT - ACCESSORY supply
tion of the marine service shop.

"call-backs"
{'

Some capacitors develop hum
after a few weeks' service. The
reason ís loss of capacitancecaused by build-up of cathode
oxide film.
This can't happen in Mallory FP
capacitors ... because they have
etched cathode construction.
Standard in all FP's and also

in popular Mallory tubular

electrolytics, etched cathode
prevents gradual capacitance loss
that can lead to annoying hum
and costly call-backs. And you get
this extra value in Mallory
capacitors without premium price.
See your Mallory distributor
for full facts about what etched
cathode does for capacitors.
It's another good reason why

you're always sure of top
performance when you use Mallory!

P.R.

Capacitors
Vibrators

Controls
Switches

Resistors
Power Supplies

Rectifiers
Filters

s Mercury

and Zinc-Corbel,

P.

R.

Qatterls
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MALLORY

MALLORY B GO. Inca

¿CO.' Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

Servicing Helps
(Continued from page 31)

may be necessary to eliminate completely the interference.
If the range of if adjustment is insufficient to enable a transformer
winding to be peaked at the desired
lower frequency, a ceramic capacitor
of 10 to 15 mmfd can be added in
parallel with that transformer winding
to change the adjustment range.
When the receiver is aligned with
an if other than 455 kc, there will be
a tracking error in which the dial

pointer will not indicate correctly the
frequency of the broadcast station
being received. The tracking error is
in direct relation to the amount of frequency shift. This tracking error may
sometimes be partially compensated
for by shifting the position of the dial
pointer to give correct indication at
600 kc, before aligning at the high frequency end of the dial.
The following is' a listing of the
transmitters which are most likely to
cause if interference:

ENGINEERED ACCESSORIES BY

_ELECTRONICS
FOR BETTER TV & HI-FI

efficiently couple any
combination of 2 or 3 TV
sets or FM receivers from
antenna . . . of any type.
To

442
460
460
464
464
472

WSF

-

1VSC

KPH
KOK
1VSE
1VOE

TEN NA

kc
kc
kc
kc
kc

kc

New York, N. Y.
Tuckerton, N. J.
Bolinas, Calif.
Paramount, Calif.
Jacksonville, Fla.
LaTana, Fla.

de -luxe
TRI-SET COUPLER

Troubleshooting Auto Radio

DYNAMIC ELECTRONICS

(Continued from page 21)
ABSOLUTELY NO INTERACTION
Less than 6 db insertion loss.
40 to 50 db rejection ratio.
Model T130
Sale Price $5.45

...

There is a Dynamic precision
engineered Acccssóry or Service Aid for practically every

problem!

INSIST ON DYNAMIC

... THE

BEST!

Full Line Catalog on request.

..:

'
Manufactured By
DYNAMIC'ELECTRONICS-NEW YORK, INC.
Forest Hills, Long Island, N. Y.

FOR HOUSE CALLS

- it's
HÉ)M

impedance of the tube to the input
impedance of the transistor.
Substituting a known good transistor for a suspected one is the simplest and most positive way of checking a transistor. But it is often necessary to check for shorts and opens;
such checks, as can be made with
an ohmmeter, primarily measures the
ability of a transistor to conduct current in one direction and to resist the
flow of current in the opposite direction. The resistance in the conduction
direction is very low with respect to
the resistance in the non -conducting
direction. These tests can be made by
connecting the ohmmeter leads as
shown in Fig. 5 (p. 21)
An rf stage, representative of the
type now in use, is shown in Fig. 6.
(p. 21) Among the modifications
that have been included in this circuit
are image and if traps, rc coupling,
rather than impedance or transformer
coupling of the rf stage, to provide
sufficient signal to the mixer stage. In
the circuit shown an overload limiting
diode is used; this is biased on the avc
bus to protect the stage from severe
signal or noise bursts. Search tuner
sets have increased the importance of
trimmer capacitor adjustments in the
antenna section since the sensitivity of
these models governs the operation of
the tuner's chive motor.
In troubleshooting this stage one
must remember that even though a
stage may be completely dead some
strong station signals will get through.
But shorted trimmers or shorted coupling networks could prevent any signal Prow getting to the mixer stage.
Again, resistance and voltage checks
should be made to locate the component at fault.
.

FEATHER WEIGHT

.

INSTANT;_"
SOLDER GUN
CADDY-Takes Half
the Space of Transformer Guns
FITS TUBE

SMALLEST SOLDER GUN
WEIGHS ONLY 8 OUNCES

- but

POWER -PACKED AT 150 WATTS

and
SOLDERS IN SECONDS

-

No heavy bulky transformer
sturdy lifetime tip-never wears or
bends-effective spotlite
Model G14 with 1/4 " tip
$7.95
Order from your distributor today

-

HEXACON ELECTRIC COMPANY
594 W. CLAY AVE., ROSELLE PARK, N.J.

SERVING INDUSTRY AND CRAFTSMEN
FOR A QUARTER OF A CENTURY

.

ENGINEERING

RITERS!
Permanent Positions,
Interesting Work with

Admiral.
At Admiral, engineering writers

are essential, constructive members of our technical staff. They
prepare and edit instruction
books, handbooks, operating and
maintenance manuals for military
and civilian electronic equipment.
Experience in this type of work
preferred but will also consider:
TRAINEE WRITERS
Men who like to express
themselves in writing 'and
find more challenge in' 'getting information across to
others than in doing straight
engineering or service work.
Must have thorough knowledge of basic electronic theory-E. E. degree not necessary. At good technician
or TV service man with the
above interests will qualify.
"

SCIENTIFIC WRITER
Also openings for men to
prepare special military reports on the evaluation of

nuclear radiation dam a ge
to electronic components.
Work from test results and
data supplied by E. E.'s
and Physicists. Physics experience helpful.
These are permanent positionsnot created because of new government work-and offer excellent
opportunity for advancement.
Many benefits including periodic
salary reviews, retirement income
plan, paid insurance and liberal
vacation policy.
If von have the background to
qualify, send a resume including
salary desired to W. A. \Necker,
Personnel Manager

Admiral
CORPORATION
3800 W. Cortland

Chicago 47, Illinois

.
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FIG.

1: NATURE of current and voltage
distribution in pnp junction transistor in
normal operation. Small voltage difference appears at (a); small current flows in
direction noted at (b). Basic current flows
in direction indicated at (c) and (d) illus-

trates where we have a larger voltage
difference.

FIG. 2: TYPICAL CIRCUIT for a stage
in a transistor amplifier, using a pnp type;
for an npn type, the voltages will be
reversed. Resistors Ri and R2 control the
dc potential of the base, while the audio
potential is passed from the previous
stage by CI.

R

3: CURRENT and voltage distribution in an npn junction transistor. Voltage and current flow symbolized at (a),
(b), (c) and (d) is opposite in direction to
that shown in Fig. 1. The main current
flows from the collector to the emitter
and a very small fraction of this flows
from the base to the emitter.

FIG.
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Portable-Phono Transistor-Amp Servicing
How To Test and Repair Amplifiers Using PNP and NPN Transistors
Now

THAT TIIE PRODUCTION of more
efficient and higher gain transistors
is increasing, they are being included
in a growing number of portable
phonos. The popular phonos, using
a 25L6 as an output stage, often fed
directly from a crystal pickup, or with
just a single audio stage, will soon
have had its day.
The transistorized unit has the
great advantage in that it will provide good output without the need
for a power supply. A relatively small
battery unit will operate a transistorized phono for quite a reasonable
period and at quite low cost.
Transistors have a higher potential reliability than tubes. Life tests
on transistors show that their potential life could be equivalent to that
of resistors and capacitors in the circuit. For this reason, in some chassis,
they are soldered into circuits and
not arranged for a plug-in. However,
transistors can become defective, just
the same as resistors or capacitors,
and at present the likelihood of this
occurrence is possibly a little greater

FIG.

50

4:

CIRCUIT of

a

by NORMAN CROWHURST
than that of the simpler components
of the circuit.
Replacement of a transistor should
be made with care; one must not
overheat the transistor unit by application of the soldering iron. This precaution is especially necessary with
germanium transistors, the variety
most used now. \Vhenever you solder
a transistor into circuit (or take one
out, for that matter, if you are
sure that it is defective) the transistor
lead should be held between each
joint and the transistor itself with a
pair of pointed -nose pliers, which
will act as a heat sink to conduct the
heat away from the lead, rather than
allowing it to pass along into the
transistor.
It is also good to avoid using large
bulky joints, which carry a considerable amount of solder. The joints must
he kept neat and small; only a minimum amount of solder is necessary

complete transistor phono amplifier delivering
output. (RCA.)
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milliwatts

to snake a satisfactory electrical joint.
Such a joint will not store a considerable amount of heat that could cause
damage after the pliers are removed.
In servicing transistor phonos, it is
as important to make circuit checks
to determine where defective components lay, as in a tube model.
In the conventional tube amplifier.
if a cathode bias resistor is used and
the grid returned to ground, we
should expect to find, with the dc
vtvin, zero voltage from grid to
ground and anything from .5 to 3 or
4 volts at the cathode of the tube.

The plate voltage may be expected to
read anything from 35 to /s of the
high -voltage supply at the decoupling
point.
If we have a diagram with voltage
information, use has made us aware
of the kind of tolerances to allow. For
example, if the plate voltage is given
as 160, we will accept anything from
130 to 190 (assuming the plate supply to be iii the region of 250). This
kind of sense about tolerance in voltage values is something we have to
acquire. \Ve must acquire a similar
sense of the different relationships in
transistor circuits and to do this we
need to have a similar appreciation
of just how transistors work.
The basic relationships (for a i np
type transistor) are illustrated in Fig.
1. Here, we shall only consider
grounded -emitter operation, because
(Continued on page 56)

how long would it take
to solve this service problem?
vertical
Loss of both

P nal synchronization.
SYMPTOM:
and

PIIOTOFACT helps you lick problems like this
in just minutes for only 21/2F per. model!
Let's take a look at this problem: The loss of
both vertical and horizontal synchronization is
very often a result of defective components in
the sync circuits. So look. for the following
possible causesDefective tube in sync or noise -limiter stages
2 Video -coupling capacitor(C51) shorted, leaky,
or open
3 Plate resistors (R45, R48, R49) open or too
high in voltage
4 Shorted or leaky coupling capacitor (C53)
5 Sync isolation resistor (R33) open or too high
In value
6 Resistance of voltage divider (R46) changed
in value
7 Improper cathode bias in R47

With a PHOTOFACT Folder by your
side, you trouble -shoot and solve this
problem in just minutes. Here's how:
Check the sync tube (V10). You locate
the tube in just seconds on the Tube
Placement Chart you'll always find in
each PHOTOFACT TV Folder. It also
shows the locating lug for use in replacement when the sockets are "hidden."
Now, if the tube isn't the culprit in
this case, use a scope and check for
...

proper waveform and amplitude of signal at pin of VIO. The correct waveform is shown right on the Standard
Notation Schematic featured exclusively in all PHOTOFACT Folders. Waveform
incorrect?-check for defective R33 or
C51. Waveform okay?-then:
Check waveform at Pin 4 of VIO.
Something wrong?-check voltages
(they're always on the schematic). Resistance check?-use the handy, easy -

to -read resistance chart. In just minutes
you can check for defective part R45,
R46 or C53. Waveform okay?-.then:
Check voltages and/or resistances at
pins 5 and 6 of VIO to determine if
R47, R48, or R49 is defective. The
exclusive PHOTOFACT chassis photos
(with call -outs keyed to schematic) help
you quickly locate faulty parts. The
complete parts list shows ratings and

1

proper replacements...

Use the servicing method you prefer: checking of waveform, voltage or resistance-they're
all at your finger-tips in PHOTOFACT. For only 21/2c per model, PHOTOFACT helps you solve
your service problems in just minutes-helps you service more sets and earn more daily!

HOWARD W. SAMS & CCO.,tINC.

-4'

..

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!
Got a tough repair? Try this-at Howard W. Sam's'
own risk: see your Parts Distribútor and buy the
proper PHOTOFACT Folder Set covering the receiver. Then use it on the actual repair. It PHOTO FACT doesn't save you time, doesn't make the job
easier and more profitable for you, Howard W.
Sams wants you to return the complete Folder Set
direct to him and he'll refund your purchase price

promptly. GET THE PROOF FOR YOURSELFTRY PHOTOFACT NOWT

FREE

~ova

Howard W. Sams& Co., Inc.
2207 E. 46th St. Indianapolis 5, Ind.
Put me on your mailing list to receive the Sams Photo fact Index and Supplements. My (letterhead) (business
card) is attached.

FOR SERVICE

I'm

TECHNICIANS ONLY
Fill out and mail coupon
today for Free subscription
to the Sams Photofact Index
-your up-to-date guide to
virtually any receiver model
ever to come into your shop.
Send coupon now.

My

a

Service Technician:

Distributor

full time;

part time

is

Shop Name

Attn
Address'
City

Zone

State

L
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ASSOCIATIONS

FOR A

the Electronics Industry Service Conference, sponsored by the National Electronic Distributors
Association, was held recently at the Roosevelt Hotel in New
York City. The session, which attracted 79 delegates from 125
associations throughout the country, was called to discuss a
program which would open a line of communications among
distributors, manufacturers and Service Men; to determine areas
of cooperation for mutual benefit; and to resolve industry misTHE FIRST MEETING of

understandings.
The meeting was opened by Frank E. Silverman, president
of the Television Service Associations of Connecticut, a prime
mover in the preliminary talks which led to this session.
Joseph A. DeMambro, president of NEDA, a guest speaker
at the conclave, told the conference that he and his fellow
officers of NEDA were pleased to meet with representatives
of service associations to seek a means that would foster growth
and progress in the service industry.
At the conclusion of general talks at the meeting, four
suggestions, noted as reflecting the wishes of the service industry in its relations with distributors and manufacturers, were
presented: (1) Service representation should obtain on the
NEDA-RETAIA joint educational committee; (2) Service representation should also prevail on the industry's joint coordinating committee; (3) Manufacturers should consider
the feasibility of reallocating advertising funds to provide a
broader public relations base tending to educate the consumer
and enhancing his appreciation of service; (4) Distributors
should consider broadening a policy, noted in some localities,
of participating in local discussion service forums on mutual
problems.
DeMambro said that he would review these matters with
his fellow distributors, discuss them with manufacturers, and
look forward to the next occasion when he could report on
their progress.
Among those at the meeting were Al Saunders, RTTG
(Boston); David Krantz, FRTSAP; Al Maas, EPE11 (Philadelphia); B. A. Bregenzer, FRTSAP; Alfred Feisal, RTTG (New
England); Jack Wheaton, ESFETA; Maryan H. Bouchard,
ETA (N. J.) ; H. Cordon Delaney, ATT (N. J.) ; Max
Liebowitz, NETSDA; Cordon M. Vrooman, ESFETA (N. Y.);
Edward Cook, Worcester County ATT; Peter LaPresti,
ARTSNY (N. Y. C.); William Abrahams, TELSA (Waterbury,
Conn); John Condon, RTA, (New Hampshire); Samuel M.
Brenner, PRSMA (Philadelphia); Murray Barlowe, RTG (Long
Island); I1. Harrison Neel, TSDA (Philadelphia); Wilmer E.
Haas, RTA (S. Central Pa.); and Fred Rosenstein, NEDA
(N. J.).

LEFT-AT N. Y.
CONFERENCE:
David Krantz, vice
president FRTSAP,

delivering talk on
industry problems.

Rely on the tube th,at.has always been spedfied by leading independent set makers.

r

BELOW-OTHERS
AT CONFERENCE:
Left to right-F. E.
Anderson receiv-

ing -tube distrib-

}~4,

utor sales manager,

Raytheon; M orris
Green, chairman,
NEDA educational

committee; and
John Houser, distributor sales manager, CBS-Hytron.

TUNG-SOL

Magic Mirror Aluminized

PICTURE TUBES
Atlanta,
TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, N. J. Sales Offices:
Coto.;
Ga.; Columbus, Ohio; Culver City, Calif.; Dallas, Tex.; Denver, N.
J.;
Detroit, Mich.; Irvington, N. J.; Melrose Park, Ill.; Newark,
Seattle, Wash.
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STATE OFFICERS of the Connecticut Television Service
Association, Inc., at their recent state convention (left
to right): Dean Gould, secretary; Frank Silverman, president; Ted Grygue, vice president; and Ben Cohen, treas-

urer.

NATESA

Tiii

NATESA radio - TV - electronic convention
scheduled for the Chicago Sheraton lotel, August 16-18, will
have three co -hosts this year; three local NATESA affiliatesWill County Television and Radio Service Association, Joliet;
Milwaukee Association of Radio and Television Service, MilElectronic Service Association,
waukee; and Television
Chicagoland.
ANNUAL

I

ETA, Jamestown, N. Y.

AT TIIE annual election of officers of the Electronic Technicians
Association of Jamestown, New York, Herman Sechansen was
reelected president. Fran Samuelson was named v -p and
George Carlson and Kermit Johnson were reelected secretary
and treasurer, respectively.
According to George Carlson, ETA's membership has increased to 26, nearly 70 per cent service representation in
Jamestown. ETA now has a certification program, a self
licensing plan, which has proved helpful in not only developing membership, but building business for association members.
Technical qualifying examinations are used to screen prospective members. A committee investigates the applicant's
shop to check up on the inventory of components, service
literature and test equipment, plus applicant's ability to use
the instruments. Applicant must be voted into the association
by at least a two-thirds vote of the member body.
Once accepted, the member receives not only a wallet -sized
membership card, certified and signed by both the president
of ETA and the president of ESFETA, but a duplicate certificate, diploma size, for wall mounting.
In addition, members are also supplied with blue and yellow
ETA banne s, featuring the association emblem, for use on car
bumpers and tube caddies.

YEARS AGO IN

TEN

I.-

4.

SERVICE

THE FIRST COMPLETE analyses of TV circuits, featuring the use
of miniature tubes and designed for kit an packaged chassis,
were described in SERVICE. The articles, which included complete diagrams, served as the basis of national TV -clinic asso.
A nationwide consumer ad program,
.
ciation programs.
designed to promote goodwill and replacement tube sales for
Service Men, was announced by Sylvania.... Sales-aid booklets describing how to make more money in the service shop
W. L. Rothenherger
were published by General Electric.
was named manager of renewal tube sales by RCA... Julius
Finkel, president of JFD, received a safety award plaque from
the State Insurance Fund of New York.... An attendance of
over 2,000 was forecast for the May Radio Parts Show in
Chicago. Key men for the show were Jack Berman (Shure
Brothers), prexy; Charles Golenpaal (Aerovox), vice-president;
and Jerry Kahn (Standard Transformer), secretary.... Strom berg -Carlson set up a traveling service clinic geared to visit
major cities throughout the country. F. Leo Granger was in
charge of the clinic tour.
1

Rely on the tube that has always been a
favorite with leading independent, service

dealers.

.

...

(Whe

TUNG-SOL°
RECEIVING TUBES
TUNG-SOL makes All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps, Miniature Lamps,
Signal Flashers, Picture Tubes, Radio, TV and Special Purpose
Electron Tubes and Semiconductor Products.
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How To Determine When To Make Pickup, Stylus

and IPhono Motor Replacements In Portable Phonos
nnnmmnummununuumnumnunmmmnunnuunmunuunnuununnuuummumununummamurnnmmuunnuunr.um:amuuuuunmn

ALTHOUGH COMPONENTS

used in portable phonos are usually of high
quality construction, such design does
not mean that they have been built to
last a lifetime.
In the pickup department, for example, a controlling factor is the
technical progress achieved in both
recordings and available pickups;
their composition and design have improved considerably over the past
decade and probably will continue to
do so for quite a while yet. This
means that the pickup bought five
years ago is out of date insofar as the
quality of reproduction it will give,
even if it continues to give the reproduction of which it vas capable
when installed.
Damping Material

a

Replacement Best Demonstration

For this reason it is well to check a
pickup to see whether its performance
holds up to its original frequency response, even though it may continue
to sound quite good. One must remember that the user has been with
the pickup all the time and consequently the deterioration has been so
gradual that he will not notice the

Factor

Apart from this condition, many
pickups deteriorate in performance
because they have to employ damping material. The performance of a
pickup, especially at the high frequency end, is dependent upon the
exact characteristic of the material
used for damping the stylus movement. This material has to be carefully selected with the right mechanical characteristics of elastically and
viscosity so as to give a good uniform
response. Unfortunately, because of
the physical nature of these materials
(rubber or plastic, or whatever kind
of damping is used) these characteristics deteriorate with age. Consequently, the pickup will not give
54

the same performance after it has
been installed a year or two, as it did
when it was new.
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CONSTANT
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IMPEDANCE attenuator

for controlling remote loudspeakers in

home, office, stockroom, plant or other
sound -system equipment. Controls are
based on 1W/e" diameter potentiometers.
Rated at 2 watts dc, these controls
handle up to 4 watts of audio. Attenuation range of 0 to 30 db over
90% rotation, and 60 db in remaining
10%. Attenuation increases approximately linearly up to 30 db with

counter-clockwise rotation; insertion
loss less than 6 db. Input impedance
within ± 20%. Shafts and bushings are
insulated from circuit elements. CIT
43 (T -pad) and CIBT 43 (bridged tap
pad, illustrated) have constant input
and output impedances, while CIL 43
(L -pad) has constant impedance for
input only; (Clarostat Manufacturing
Co.. Inc., Dover, N. H.)

difference. The best way to demonstrate deterioration is to install a replacement cartridge; such a test will
reveal how much better a new one is
than the older unit.
Closely associated with pickup performance is the stylus. All styli wear
out. The diamond stylus has an extremely long life; but not an indefinite
one. Its life, like that of any styli including sapphire or steel, is determined by the number of playings and
the cleaning care it and the records
have had.
\Vith the ever-increasing improvement in the design of pickups centering on the use of lighter tracking
forces, there is a call for better tone
arms to carry these pickups and provide the requisite force. Obviously,
the lighter the force on the record,
say a gram, or even a fraction of a
gram, the more free must the bearings
or the movement of the tone arm be,
if it is not to impose undue force on
the movement of the pickup across the
record. In other words, everything
has to be improved in proportion.
Improved pickup design necessitates
better tone arms.
The phono motors and drives are
like any other motor drivt'n accessories, but with one difference. For most
applications using motors, the important thing is whether the motor runs.
But, with a phono motor it has to run
perfectly uniformly. Some phono
motors need periodic lubrication.
Others use an oilite bearing that does
not need lubrication.
If the motor is kept in good condition and not allowed to get clogged
with dirt, so as to aggravate its wear
problems, it should last for quite a
long while.
The drive from the motor to the
turntable is another feature that may
need attention. With belt and pulley
thrives, these components can wear
and require replacement. Modern
turntable drives employing gears
usually have the gears enclosed in a
sealed gear box packed with suitable
oil or grease. This will usually stay
in service as long as the motor itself.
Record changers are quite complicated pieces of machinery, even at
best. Some types are simpler than
others, but all of them involve certain
critical adjustments to make them operate correctly. A particular point
where critical adjustment is always required is the run-off groove. This actuates the mechanism to start the
changer operation and bring down the
next disc. It is important that the
mechanism that does this shall not
interfere in any way with the playing
(Continued on page 56)
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HELP YOURSELF TO

PROFITS BY

HERE'S
POWER -POINT
ACTUAL SIZE

HELPING YOUR CUSTOMERS!
HERE'S YOUR PROFITABLE OPPORTUNITY
to do your customers-and yourself-a favor!
Stock and sell E -V POWER -POINT, the unique phonograph
cartridge -and -needle combination that ends
service and inventory headaches, insures customer
satisfaction, assures repeat business!

repeat business for you! Because
.
come replacement time, your customer slips out the old, returns it
-to you for replacement, slips in the new faster than
you can read this sentence!
.

.
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POWER - POINT
a nylon -encased FRESH ceramic cartridge
PLUS two Jeweled (Superior synthetic sapphire or natural diamond) playing
.ALL IN A SINGLE UNIT! There's a POWER POINT for every record speed. List prices,

tips-
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:$3.95 (for two sapphire tips) to $21.50
(for two diamond tips).

Plenty of sales -stimulating merchandising aids
.are available, backed up by national ads. Millions of
.POWER -POINTS are in use as original equipment,
guaranteeing volume replacement sales.
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ONE SERVICE CALL DOES THE JOB!
You install the mount and cartridge-there's a type for
almost any phonograph. From there on it's repeat,

-
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E -V

POWER -POINTS

-mil
sapphire tips
List
Model 52-2 (green) Two 2 -mil
sapphire tips
List
Model 53.3 (black) Two 3 -mil
sapphire tips
List
Model 56 (blue) One 1 -mil,
one 3 -mil sapphire tip. .List
Model 51-1 (red) Two

1

$

3.95

3.95
3.95
3.95

MOUNTING MECHANISMS

Model 56DS (orange) One
1 -mil
diamond, one 3 -mil

sapphire tip .... ....List $21.50
Model 76S (white) One 1 -mil,
4.25
one 3 -mil sapphire tip. .List
Model 76DS (pink) One 1 mil diamond, one 3 -mil sap List 21.50
phire tip,

FOR COMPLETE POWER -POINT

INFORMATION AND SPECIFICATION
SHEET

Model PFT-1, fixed mount, 504 List.

S-74.

..Model PT -1, turnover mount, $1 List.
ELECTRO -VOICE, INC.

Model PT -2, turnunder mount, $1 List.

Export:

13

.

i 3171.CC:
BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN

East 40th Street, New York 16, U.S.A.

Cables: ARLAB
-J
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the specs are the proof
the BEST BUYS are EI
for COLOR

Audio
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& Monochrome TV servicing

4o

"COLOR
and Monochrome
DC to 5 MC LAB & TV

5"

Facrd

'
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OSCILLOSCOPE

460

929"50

and testeed

1995

Also available as kit

Features

DC

Amplifiers!

Flat from DC -4.5 mc, usable to 10 mc. VERT.
AMPL.: sena. 25 rms my/in input Z 3 mess
direct -coupled & push-pull thruout; K -follower
coupling bet. stages; 4 -step freq-compensated
attenuator up to 1000:1. SWEEP: perfectly
linear 10 cps -100 kc (ext. cap. for range to 1
cps) ; pre-set TV V & H positions; auto. sync.
ampl. & Lim. PLUS: direct or cap. coupling;
bal. or unbal. inputs ; edge-lit engraved lucite
graph screen ; dimmer; filter; bezel fits std
photo equipt. High intensity trace CRT. 0.06 uses
rise time. Push-pull hor. ampl., flat to 400 kc,
sens. 0.6 rms my/in. Built-in volt. calib. Z-axis
mod. Sawtooth & 60 cps outputs. Astig. control.
Retrace blanking. Phasing control.
;

NEW

TV -FM.
SWEEP GENERATOR
& MARKER

e. '* (t

ij

.

---^
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4

Factory and twired
tested

Alio.available

511995
á6995

as kit

Entirely electronic sweep circuit (no mechanical devices) with accurately biased inereductor
for excellent linearity. Extremely fiat RF output; new ACC circuit automatically adjusts osc.
for max. output on each band with min. ampl.
variations. Exceptional tuning accuracy: edge -lit
hairlines eliminate parallax. Swept Osc. Range
3-216 mc in 5 fund. bands. Variable Marker
Range 2-76 mc in 3 fund, bands; 60-226 me on
harmonic band. 4.5 mc Xtal Marker Osc., ztal
supplied. Ext. Marker provision. Sweep Width
0-3 mc lowest max. deviation to 0-30 mc highest
max. dev. 2 -way blanking. Narrow range phasing. Attenuators: Marker Size, RF Fine, RF
Coarse (4 -step decade). Cables: output, 'scope
horiz., 'scope vertical.
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CONDUCTANCE

Tube &

Transistor Tester
(

Faetory wired

and tested
AI

is

;10995

available

$6995

with steel cover and handle.

U

SPEED, ease, unexcelled accuracy & thoroughness. Tests all receiving tubes (and picture
tubes with adapter). Composite indication of Gm,
Gp & peak emission. Simultaneous sel. of any 1
of 4 combinations of 3 plate voltages, 3 screen
voltages, 3 ranges of continuously variable grid
voltage (with 5% accurate pot). New series string voltages: for 600. 460, 300 ma types.
Sensitive 200 ua meter. 5 ranges meter sensitivity (1% shunts & 5% pot). 10 SIX -position
lever switches: free -point connection of each
tube pin. 10 pushbuttons: rapid insert of any
tube element in leakage test circuit & speedy
sel. of individual sections of multi -section tubes
in merit tests. Direct -reading of inter -element
leakage in ohms. New gear-driven rollchart.
Checks n -p -n & p -n -p transistors: separate
meter readings of collector leakage current &
Beta using internal de power supply.
CRA Adapter $4.50
See the 50 EICO models IN

STOCK at your neighborhood distributor. Write for
FREE Catalog 5_4

E/CO
56
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of the pickup during the modulated
part of the disc, and at the same time
shall be sensitive enough to pick up
the accelerated movement of the runoff groove. This involves a critical
adjustment which usually will need
attention from time to time, one way
or the other.

Then with different record changers
there are devices to sense the size of
the disc and set the pickup position to
suit the size being played next. Some
have even more complicated pieces of
mechanism. The one point that should
be remembered is that any record
changer is quite a complex mechanism
and like an automobile gets a lot of
use.

After a reasonable period of service
a certain amount of trouble will develop. The question the Service Man
must resolve is whether a repair can
be affected, or whether it is better to
install a new one, with better expectation of a period of trouble -free service.
It is doubtful whether any piece of
equipment, involving mechanical features as complicated as a record
changer, has es er been produced in
which some units have not required
servicing after a short interval. It is
well to discuss this point with your
customer and explain your position in
the rep it or installation call.

Prices 5%
higher on

West Coast

BROOKLYN 11, N. Y.
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"Hey, Sam. This guy wants
to know where's the nearest

place he can find
JENSEN NEEDLES."

ENGINEERED ACCESSORIES BY

Transistor -Amp Servicing
(Continued from page 50)

MEW DYNAMIC

I® -, lIt i it_ttr

(Continued from page 54)

this is by far the most used arrangement of transistors. It is, as well, the
arrangement that makes the transistor
behave most like a tube. The base
corresponds with the grid, the emitter
with the cathode and the collector as
the plate. The principal difference is
that the transistor is basically a current -operative device, while the tube
is a voltage-operated device. However, it is not feasible to break into
the circuit and measure its current at
different points, so we must know how
to interpret what is happening in
terms of the voltage we can measure.
As shown in Fig. 1 (p. 50), the
main current in a transistor flows virtually from emitter to collector. A
small fraction of this current flows
from emitter to base. Sometimes this
fractional part may actually reverse in
direction, but usually it is a small
fraction of the total current passing
from emitter to collector.
The small fractional current (quantity depending on circuit use) is re -

ELECTRONICS
FOR BETTER TV & HI-FI
For complete suppression and
elimination of disturbances thru
the antenna circuit caused by

ignition, diathermy, industrial RF,
X-ray, neon, transmitters, and
appliances.
TENNA
INTRMMRINlf SUPPRESSION
1i.

i -Pass

TV -FM

Filter

TNAMIC ELECTRONIC

GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE
Passes all frequencies above
40mc.
Rejects all frequencies above
40mc.
Model T121 ... Sale Price $4.95
There is a Dynamic precision
engineered Accessory or Serv- ice Aid for practically every
problem:
INSIST ON DYNAMIC

... THE BESTI

Full Line Catalog on request.

Manufactured
DYNAMIC ELECTRONICS -NEW YORK, INC.
Forest Hills, Long Island, N. Y.

1

RECTANGULAR narrow shape (21/2"x
10") speaker created for radio and TV
applications. (Oxford Electric Corp..
3911 S. Michigan Ave.. Chicago. Ill.)

lated to the input of the transistor and
acts as a control over the much larger
current flowing between emitter and
collector.
The resistance between emitter and
base is relatively low, so that the small
current flowing is accompanied by a
small voltage difference. Usually the
base will be slightly negative in relation to the emitter, hut the voltage is
very small and in some instances sloes
reverse its polarity at some parts of
the operating characteristic.
There should be a much larger voltage between collector and emitter,
which is the output side of the transistor.
The upn type of junction transistor
reverses the polarity of everything, as
shown in Fig. 3 (p. 50). The main
current flows from collector to emitter
and a very small fraction of this flows
from base to emitter. There is a very
small voltage difference between base
and emitter, with a much larger voltage difference between collector and
emitter.
In the Figs. 1 and 3 circuits, (p.
50), the emitter is shown connected
to ground. If all the emitters in a tran(Continued on page 58)
9
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Leave a trail
of happy customers...
replace with Sonotone Cartridges!
Every time you replace with a Sono tone 1P (single -needle) or 2T (turnover) you're sure of another highly
satisfied customer. Both Sonotone
Ceramic Cartridges give sparkling,
long-lasting and trouble -free performance-almost always better than
original equipment.

And every time you replace with a
Sonotone, you're better tiff, too. Both
models mount the same easy waytake care of over 90% of your quality
replacement calls! With only 2 models to work with, you can do the
same job the same way, time after
time, easier and faster.

New standard of the phono industry
In more than half the quality
phonographs made today by leading
manufacturers, you'll find one of
these Sonotone cartridges. All the more
reason why you should standardize
on Sonotone.

Electronic Applications Division
REAR SEAT (6" x 9") speaker designed
for station wagons, trucks and passenger cars. (Empire Electronics, Inc..
29625 John R. St.. Hazel Park, Such.)

SONOTONE

CORPORATION

ELMSFORD, N. Y.

IN CANADA, CONTACT ATLAS RADIO CORPORATION, LTD., 50 WINGOLD AVE., TORONTO
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Transistor -Amp Servicing
(Continued from page 57)

sistor amplifier are connected to
ground, voltage measurement would
be quite simple. In most tube circuits
it is customary to connect either the
bottom end of the grid resistor or the
cathode to ground, so, either way,
measurements can be made between
ground and other electrodes not connected to ground. But many transistor
amplifiers will be found svhere the
emitter is not at ground potential.
Fig. 2 (p. 50) illustrates one such
arrangement. Here the supply has a

positive ground and the emitter is
virtually grounded through an electrolytic capacitor, C3. However, it will
be maintained at a dc negative point,
due to the current flowing through resistor R,. Resistors R, and R_ control
the do potential of the base, while the
alternating or audio potential will be
passed from the previous stage by C,.
The main collector -emitter current
will flow through R, and fluctuations
in this current will produce a voltage
which is passed on to the next stage
by C_.
In checking this transistor for the
correct operating potential and current, one would apply a voltmeter

G -C SPEAKER KITS

. .

High Fidelity Sound for
Every Automobile
G -C

-

.

-kto

_ó j

.

SONATA HI FIDELITY DUAL

SPEAKER KITS

L-.

Breathtakingly realistic sound for rear
deck installation. Includes two
matched speakers-Tweeter & Woofer
-with crossover network for balanc-

t

ing the high and low frequencies.
Universal harness connector for custom -style hookup; 3 -way switch; instructions; all hardware. Choice of
grille colore.

j.4-

No.

List
9502 (Classic Chrome). $19.95
9503 (Springtime Gray) 19.95

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO.
DIVISION OF TEXTRON INC.
Rockford, Illinois
400 South Wyman Street

G -C REAR DECK HI -Fl DUO -

ALL G -C KITS
PACKED IN SELF MERCHANDISING )'
DISPLAY BOX

SPEAKER KITS

Actually two speakers in one, this new
G -C model gives the finest radio sound

without taking extra space. Large permanent magnet. Ready to install com-

1
IN

58

...

Send today for
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plete, wired, switch, plate, knob and
hardware.

List
No.

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF G -C REAR DECK
AUTO SPEAKER KITS AND ACCESSORIES FOR
ANY REQUIREMENT.

FREE

probe between ground and the emitter
and then between ground and base.
The voltage measured at these two
points will be almost identical; actually the base should be a very small
fraction more negative. Then the voltage at the collector should be considerably more negative than either of
these voltages.
As an example: If the supply voltage is 13.5, one would expect to find
the emitter and base voltage in the
region of 1 -volt negative. The collector voltage would be somewhere in
the region from 6 to 9 -volts negative.
If an npn transistor svere used with
the supply voltages reversed, the results would be precisely similar except, of course, the voltage would be
measured positive instead of negative.
Fig. 4 (p. 50) shows a completely
transistorized pliono amplifier. This
circuit operates with a grounded negative. This means that the emitters,
which are connected to the positive
end of the supply, or decoupled from
it, have to be decoupled back to
ground to get an effective grounded
emitter operation. C, decouples the
emitters of the first two stages back
to ground.
The voltage of the emitters is
dropped from the full 9 -volt positive
to some lower figure by the current
passing through Re and R,. The bias
for the base is then achieved by the
use of resistors R, and R3 for the first
stage, and R, and Re for the second
stage.
In the final stage the current flowing through R, to the other transistors
provides the bias for the push-pull
output.
In this circuit you would check for
correct operation by connecting the
voltmeter, one side to ground, and
measuring the voltage at other points
with the probe. You would expect to
find the voltage at the emitter and
base considerably more positive than
that of the collector.
Apart from the differences of voltage checking, the functioning of this
transistor amplifier is very similar to a

G-C

9506 (Chrome)
'9505 (Gray)

$15.95
15.95

Catalog and complete information.

TONE ARM designed for battery operated 45 rpm phono, said to be
about half the size of a standard pickup, and suitable for phonos employing
transistors. Equipped with a miniature, plug-in cartridge, clip -mount
jewel needle and a spring -loaded
mounting post. (Webster Electric Co..
Racine, Wis.)

good many tube circuits. Each stage
introduces a phase reversal in the
amplification. This means that a positive fluctuation at the base of the first
transistor produces a negative voltage
fluctuation at its collector.
The first stage is resistance/capacitance coupled to the second stage.
The second stage is transformer
coupled to the push-pull output stage.
across the output
The capacitor,
stage collectors, serves a similar function to the capacitor usually used in
this position on a tube amplifier. It
prevents an undesirable peak at the
high frequency end.
One difference may be noted: The
transfer from the first to the second
stage via the volume control begins
at the volume control slider and comes
out at the top end, which is the reverse of the practice used for volume
controls ín tube circuits. This is so,
because the resistance for biasing the
base of the second stage consists of
R5, the volume control and H,,, the
tone control. By using the whole resistance in the circuit at all times, the
bias of the second stage is maintained
constant. Also the transistor is inherently a current -amplifier, rather
than a voltage amplifier, as in the case
of tubes. Consequently, it is the cur_
rent delivered by the first stage
through the part of the resistance of
the volume control that determines
the amount of audio fed to the second
stage.
Typical Faults

C

There are two kinds of fault that
may occur in a transistor. Either the
reverse resistance will break clown, as
often happens in a germanium diode,
or else one of the electrodes may become open circuited. The former is a
functional defect, while the latter is
principally a mechanical one, due to
fracture of the connecting leads.
If any of the electrodes open circuits, this fact will be evident because no current will flow in that lead.
This will mean that the voltage drop
across the resistor in series to that
electrode will have disappeared.
For example, if the collector should
show an open circuit, no voltage drop
will appear in the collector coupling
resistor and the collector voltage will
measure practically the same as the
supply voltage. In the case of Fig. 4
it would be at ground potential.
The more usual defect in the transistor is that one of the junctions will
have broken down. Its reverse resistance will be comparable with its forward resistance and so the transistor
will no longer function as an amplifier.
This will mean that all of the three
electrodes will be at almost the same
potential.
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OSCILLOSCOPE KIT
FOR COLOR

$6950

TV!

Shpp. Mh.
V lbs.

OCheck the outstanding engineering design of
this modern printed circuit Scope. Designed
for color TV work, ideal for critical Laboratory aPpliadona. Frequency response essentially fiat from
3 cycles to 5 Mc down only 11/2 db at 3.58 Mc (TV
color burst sync frequency). Down only 5 db at 5
Mc. New sweep generator 20-500,000 cycles, 5
Nrna the range usually offered. Will sync wave form

display up to 5 Mc and better. Printed circuit boards
stabilize performance specifications and cut assembly
time in half. Formerly available only in costly Lab
type Scope. Features horizontal trace expansion for
retrace blanking amobservation of pulse detail
step
voltage regulated power supply
plifier
frequency compensated vertical input -low caplus a
pacity nylon bushings on panel terminals
host of ocher fine features. Combines peak performance and fine engineering features with low kit cost!
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SWEEP GENERATOR KIT
ELECTRONIC SWEEP SYSTEM

new Heathkir sweep generator covering all
frequencies encountered in TV service work
(color or monochrome). FM frequencies too! 4 Mc
220 Mc on fundamentals, harmonics up co 880
Mc. Smoothly controllable all -electronic sweep system Nothing mechanical to vibrate or wear out.
Crystal controlled 4.5 Mc fixed marker and separate
variable marker 19.60 Mc on fundamentals and 57180 Mc on calibrated harmonics. Plug-in crystal inautomatic
cluded. Blanking and phasing controls
efficient attenconstant amplitude output circuit
uation- maximum RP output well over .1 volt
vastly improved linearity. Easily your best buy in
seep generators.
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COMPANYINC

A SUBSIDIARY OF DAYSTROM,

BENTON HARBOR 11, MICH.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
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"RESIN-FIVE":
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SOLDER.
THE BEST FOR TV -RADIO WORK

4

SOLDER

...

"Resin -Five"
Core Solder is better and faster than any solder ever
developed. It has an activated flux -core that does a perfect job on
all metals including zinc and nickel -plate. The flux residue
is absolutely non -corrosive and non-conductive.
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL-Kester

Available

in

all practical Tin -lead

Alloys; 40/60, 50/50 and 60/40 in
diameters of 311", b'6", %", 14Z" and

others.

Printed Circuit Soldering

On Copper -etched boards
use 60% Tin -40% Lend
for those that
Alloy

..

are Silver -surfaced use
3%

Silver -CI ;2% Tin -

35 1/2%

Lead

KESTER SOLDER
4248 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois

COMPANY

Newark 5, New Jersey, Brantford, Canada
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TV

LITTLE
GIANT

Antennas

(Continued from page 41)

LIGHTNING
ARRESTER

nels did not need any amplification
over this distance. Subtracting the loss
of 50 db from the input level of 65
db, +15 db was still available at the
end of the run. The highs, on the

other hand, required amplification;
65 db 90 db loss left us with a -25
db condition. \Ve had to find out how
to amplify the highs, without affecting the lows, in a single cable system.
The solution was a setup which would
give the needed boost to the highs,
while bypassing the lows.
The first step was to build a high channel amplifier whose circuitry was
identical with that of conventional
Lroadband line amplifiers. Tuned circuits were simply peaked so that the
amplifier operated only over the high
bands; 170-250 me. Added bandpass
served to eliminate harmful droop at
the ends of the curve. The completed
model of this amplifier gave an overall gain of around 45 db. Taking the
line losses, with a gain of the first
amplifiers into consideration, this gain
gave us about the level desired at the
agc shack.
Next, a method of getting the lows
around this amplifier was developed
in the form of a specially -built bypass coupler. Low and high channels
were separated, and the highs fed
through the special amplifier, while
the lows merely rejoined the cable at
the output of the amplifier; Fig. 2.
As is inevitable in f work, the filter
has a certain amount of insertion loss,
but by careful design and placement
of components, this can be held to a
minimum. Final losses were about 3
db on the low channels and 5 db on
the highs. Comparing these output
levels vith those obtained previously,
we found that the signals on all channels arrived at the input of the agc

-

Universal design takes all transmission
lines.
Patented strain -relief retaining lips prevent tearing or ripping of wire.
Installs in less time with less effort.
NO.

LIST

$1.25

AT105
(wall mounting)

1.50

AT105S
(stainless steel strap)

o

"World's largest manufacturer of
TV

Vq 2GrH

!

E
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Lightning Arresters"
MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
BROOKLYN 4, NEW YORK
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STEAM IRON
REJUVE NATOR
Cleans INSIDE
steam iron
Fast, safe,
odorless
Recommended

IN

SERVICE MEN

Í; 1,

EVERY

STEAM IRON
OWNER A
PROSPECT!
Use it for servicing, or sell
to customers.
$1.00 suggested
resale.
RI

ORDER

TODAY
jobber or

from your

write Dept.

S

for name

of nearest supplier.

FAST
.
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Steam Iron Cleaner.

.E.

Voi.11.1a

EVER -QUIET

Chemically engineered for Tuners and
switching mechanism

Since 1949 the Original Volume Confrok
and Contact Restorer
EVER -QUIET is a free -flowing
liquid that leaves no powder
residue. Scientifically designed
to seep around the shaft and
penetrate the control or potentiometer, cleaning the contacts and leaving a safe
protecting film. Harmless to
MOM
metals, wire or carbon. Will
not affect inductance, capacitance or resistance.

111

41 IN

FREE!
Sample upon reon companyY

questP
letterhead.

CHEMICAL:PRODU,CTSCORP:
65 Page Avenue, YonkersN, Y. =
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THERE IS JUST ONE

Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. Pend.

Rep. U.S. Pat. Off.
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YEAR SUPPLY

amplifier bank at approximately a + 15
db level. Under the worst condition, the
levels were found to be so nearly equal
that only minor adjustments were needed
to make them usable. The agc action of
the amplifier bank here furuter controls
their level, so that the main distribution
system can be fed with signals that are
as nearly identical in level as possible.
Along the distribution system, further
equalization was found to be necessary
especially after other long runs of cable
have been passed, such as in the outskirts of the town. Similar methods, using
high -channel amplifiers and low -bypass
filters, were applied to bring the differing levels back to near equality.
This careful equalization throughout
the entire system has resulted in superior
picture quality. By using considerably
lower overall transmission levels, radiation was minimized and complaints from
antenna users eliminated.
Periodic checks of the signal levels on
all channels throughout the system serve
to assure the continuous performance of
amplifiers and result in a greater degree
of customer satisfaction.
The results of these tests are logged, so
that any serious deviation from normal
performance can be spotted instantly and
corrective measures taken.

HUSH
CONCENTRATE

tur eeniiéii ñóeuén óDero

KNOW

SINGLE STAFF INDOOR TV antenna.
Features a 12 -position channel selector.
Swivel -mounted, single -staff offers a
roto-ti!t action providing a 360° rotation. Contains four telescopic sections
permitting it to be raised or lowered
to heights ranging from 7tI/ to 48".
Mounted on a cast gold -toned, topple proof arched base which is felt padded to prevent scratching. (Imperial
Directronic 10-D; Snyder Manufacturing Co., 22nd and Ontario Streets.
Philadelphia, Pa.)
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Hush comes in a 6 oz. preswith sufficient
can
sure
pressure to reach all contacts to wash -away that dirt,
leaving clean and positive
contacts, protected with a

lasting lubricant film.

$2.25

net

Hush also avail.
able In 2 oz., 8
ozcon.

anders. 32

tain

See

02.

-Ounce Bottle with Handy
Dispenser (32 oz.
sizes

2

available)

only 59c

your distributor or write to

CHEMICAL ELECTRONIC' ENGINEERING, INC.

Matawan, New Jersey

TV

PARTS...

Distributor Has
.

ACCESSORIES
I/

PIX TUBE RESTORER
PICTURE-TUBE restorer, Nu -Life Kinecure, designed to correct open cathode,
A

Replacement
Modules

open control grid, shorted control grid
to cathode, and shorted cathode to filament, has been announced by Circuit
Manufacturing Co., Inc., 6211 Market
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Restorer can he used in series or
parallel operation, or with electrostatic
focus tubes.

for Servicing 1957 Auto Radios
combined in
PAC is a group of interconnected capacitors and resistors,
a single -insertion unit. Several popular 1957 model automobile and truck
radios employ this new concept in component packaging. When servicing
these auto radios, a complete PAC (Pre Assembled Circuit) module can
be quickly and easily replaced.

0

e

Your ERIE Distributor has PAC Replacement Modules in stock.
See him for complete information and prices.

0

REPLACEMENT FLYBACKS

ERI

FOUR EXACT REPLACEMENT Ilybacks for

GE and TravLer TV chassis have been
announced

by

the

Chicago

Standard

Transformer Corp., 3501 \V. Addison St.,

-

ERIE

ELECTRONICS. DISTRIBUTOR
ERIE

Factors.

ERIE, PA.

DIVISION

CORPORATION

RESISTOR
Main Officer ERIE, PA
LONDON, ENGLAND

TRENTON, ONTARIO

Chicago 18, Ill.
Flyback 110-252 replaces C. E. part
number RTO-165; 1-10-253 replaces
RTO-175 and RTO-187, and HO -254

is

an exact replacemet t for RTO-179.
These three units are said to be exact
replacements in 28 models. Flyback 110255 replaces TravLer part numbers
TVX-130/A in twelve chassis and fortyeight models.
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.e,;.,;w TRANSCONDUCTANCE

TUBE TESTE.R
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FEATURES
Employs improved TRANS -CONDUCTANCE circuit. An in -phase
signal is impressed on the input section .of a tube and the
resultant plate current change is measured. This provides the
most suitable method of simulating the manner in which tubes
actually operate in Radio and TV receivers, amplifiers and other
circuits. Amplification factor, plate resistance and cathode
emission are all correlated in one meter reading.
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A tapped transformer
makes it possible to compensate for line voltage variations to
a tolerance of better than 2%.

NEW LINE VOLTAGE ADJUSTING SYSTEM.

47.

it'

BUTTON-protects both the tube under test and the
instrument meter against damage due to overload or other
form of improper switching.
SAFETY

ÁipOVQ%

NEWLY DESIGNED FIVE POSITION LEVER SWITCH ASSEMBLY.
as required for both plate and grid of tube under test,

Permits application of separate voltages
resulting in improved Trans -Conductance

circuit.

EXTRA FEATURE: Model TV -12 also tests Transistors
transistor can be safely and adequately tested only
under dynamic conditions. The Módel TV -12 will test
all transistors in that approved manner, and quality is
read directly on special "transistor only" meter scale.
A

NOVEL PACKAGING designed for
ceramic and mica capacitors. Tiny
components are protected in a transparent plastic envelope that reveals
the contents without opening. Five
pieces constitute a package for smaller
types, one piece for the larger. The
plastic envelope in turn is mounted
on a printed index card whose tab
indicates type number, voltage and
capacitance. Plastic -envelope cards are
stocked by distributor in the drawers
of a metal space -saver cabinet. If a
buyer wants the entire contents, the
envelope is detached along with its
label tab, while the card remains with
the distributor as a reorder reminder. (Aerovox.)

Model TV -12 housed in handsome rugged portable cabinet sells for only

$

7 ') 50
NET

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
NO MONEY WITH ORDER -NO C. 0. D.
Try it for 10 days before you
buy. If completely satisfied
send $22.50 and pay balance
at rate of $10.00 per month for

months.-No Interest or Finance Charges Added. If not
completely satisfied, return to
us, no explanation necessary.
5

rMOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO.

INC.
Dept. T1-349, 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N.Y.
Please rush one Model TV -12. I agree to pay $22.50 within 10 days
after receipt and $10.00 per month thereafter.
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

-STATE

All prices net, F.O.B..

N.Y.C.
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You need a special tool
for a special job .. .

BENCH -FIELD TOOLS
PLASTIC ROLL KIT

containing twentyone of the hand tools most frequently
used by the Service Man, ís now available from Xcelite, Inc., Orchard Park,
A PLASTIC ROLL kit,

N. Y.

"PRINTED CIRCUIT"

SOLDERING GUN
for

Printed Circuits
and Miniaturized
Components

Called the Xcelite 99 Service Muster,
it contains Xcelite combination handles
and quick -change tool bits, including a
6" snap -in extension shaft, as well as
long -nose and side cutter pliers and 6"
chrome -plated adjustable wrench. For
stubby 99-3 handles there are :f", 5/16"
and é" stubby nut driver blades; the kit
has nine regular nut driver blades for the
regular size combination handle. One
Phillips screwdriver, two regular screwdrivers, a %" and a '_" chrome -plated
reamer also fit the regular handle. Snap in extension shaft is used with the regular nut driver and screwdriver bits where
an extra 6" reach is needed in TV Chassis and other work.

WHY BEAT YOUR BRAINS OUT?
Merit exact replacement coils
and transformers are always
available at your nearest
parts jobber-and they slide
into chassis and circuit
like a banana on ice!
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Fast 'Soldering

f

Prevents Damage
Exclusive "'Controlled

Heat" reduces possi
bilify of damage to
printed¡t,

cir

cults or minlatjtjced
components.

I

Pin -Points

the Work

Precision'deiigned ! tip
pin -points the tip, onto,. the work quickly
and accurately:
1

.

Lightweight
Comfortable

MERIT COIL AND TRANSFORMER CORP.

ALIGNMENT TOOL

Exclusive "Controlled
Heat,' produces proper amount of heat for
quick, easy selderinp.

delicate

o

o

-

Exclusive "Easy Grip"
handle-and lightweight
Ib. bpprox.)
(only
reduce fatigu .
1

4427 N. CLARK ST., CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS

Tools that automatically count and indicate the number of turns made, to
facilitate resetting of slugs, trimmers
and screws to their original position,
have been developed by the Walsco
Electronics Manufacturing Co., 100 W.
Creen St., Rockford, Ill.
Tools are made of plastic with a clear
Lucite, calibrated sleeve that records each
full and quarter rotation in either direc-

CAPACITOR CONTEST
A WEEKEND

mount capacitor contest announced by
Pyramid Electric Co.
A total of 147 prizes will be awarded
to the winners. And to every entrant
Pyramid will send a box of five capacitors, type IMP.
Contestants are required to note omitted circuit data on schematics appearing in national technical journal ads and
send entry with a TM capacitor box top
to Pyramid. Contest closes July 15, 1957.

tion.
One model, tool 2586, is an if aligner
with one end fitting a No. 4 stud, the
other a No. 6. Another, 2587, is an
alignment screwdriver with a standard
metal tip at one end and an extra narrow metal blade at the other for small
can openings. The third, 2588, is a
double-entlecl hex aligner that turns top
and bottom slugs. One side is for .100"
hex slugs, the other for .125" slugs.

.

SMALL APPLIANCE ' REPAIR PARTS
W-58 CATALOG &
REFERENCE MANUAL
tly»
.y
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(New

Printed Circuit photograph
courtesy of Electralab, Inc.

FREE
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30 Cummington Street
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Boston 15, Mass.
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Field

for the asking!

Small enough for easy handling and
reference . .
large enough to comprehensively cover the field. Includes
Special Tools, Testing Equipment,
Replacement Elements for popular
makes of \utomatic Toasters, and
other Appliance and Electronic items
in constant demand.
Contact your nearest parts jobber for
this bandy \V-58 Catalog now available. I f he cannot supply you, write
us giving jobber's name and address.

Write for name of nearest Jobber

The LINK MANUFACTURING CO.

1957

Sloss Valuable and Popular in the

14/111t4>rftS

i

at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel

in New York plus a cash award have
been set up as the first prize in a twist -

WAAGE MFG. CO.

.

ALBANY AVE.
CHICAGO 12,ILL
ILLINOIS

632

ask the
"Man-on-the-Roóff

COMPONENTS
ADVERTISERS IN SERVICE

POLARIZED SILICON RECTIFIER
MOUNTING BLOCKS

APRIL, 1957
Page

Acme Electric Corp
Admiral Corp., Personnel Div
American Elite, Inc
American Television and Radio Co
Amphenol Electronics Corp
Astron Corp.

64

49
64

2
44
33

B&K Manufacturing Co
Burgess Battery Co.
Bussmann Manufacturing Co

5

47
9

Centralab, A. Div. of Globe -Union, Inc
Channel Master Corp
Chemical Electronic Engineering, Inc
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp.,
Inside Front Cover, 28,
Coyne Electrical School

3

29
60

.

POLARIZED mounting block for silicon
rectifiers, in either single or double pole
type, has been developed by Bussmann
vlfg. Co. (1)iv. of McGraw -Edison Co.)
University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo.
Proper polarization is assured because
the rectifier can be inserted in only one
way. A stop on one clip is so positioned
that it engages the slot on the positive
pole of the rectifier. The negative pole of
the rectifier is not slotted, so it cannot
be inserted in the clip with the stop;
other clip does not have a stop, so it
takes the negative pole of the rectifier.

_1

& FLAT ROOF MOUNT
J

MODEL
PFM-30
(fits Masts
up to W2")
MODEL
PFM-30 LM
(Fits Maits
up to 2")

43

Fast Chemical Products Corp

GO

61

Co.,
58
1

Heath Co.
Hexacon Electric Co
Hycon Electronics, Inc

59

Jensen Industries, Inc

56

JFD Manufacturing Co., Inc

60

Kester Solder Co.

59

49
37

Lenk Manufacturing Co

62

P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc
Merit Coil and Transformer Corp
Moss Electronic Distributing Co., Inc

48

62
61

Philco Corp., Accessory Div.,
Inside Back Cover
7

The Radiart Corp.,
Inside Front Cover, 28, 36
Radio Corporation of America,
8, 40
Components Div.
Radio Corporation of America,
Tube Div.
Back Cover
Raytheon Manufacturing Co
10
Remington Rand Univac, Div. of Sperry
27
Rand Corp.
Howard W. Sams and Co., Inc
Service Instruments Corp
Simpson Electric Co
Snyder Manufacturing Co
Sonotone Corp.
South River Metal Products Co., Inc
Sprague Products Co
Technical Appliance Corp. (TACO)....
Tung -Sol Electric, Inc.
52,
Waage Manufacturing Co

Ward Products Corp
Winegard Co.

o

o

o

MINIATURE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.
1\IINI \TUBE selenium rectifiers, Siemens
dwarf, 5 nut dc half -wave units, said
to handle up 125 y ac with a resistive
load, have been ntatle available by Radio
Receptor Co., Inc., 210 \\'vthe Ave.,

Brooklyn 11, N. Y.
Unit, about 11 as long as an ordinary
paper clip, weighs .015 ounce and is assembled in a black plastic body with
flat pigtail leads.
Can be used for test instruments, small
power supplies, control circuits, bias supplies, relays and transistor power supplies
where a light current is required.
Details on the dwarf rectifier are
given in bulletin 242.
O

o

FEED -THROUGH

METAL PRODUCTS CO.; INC.

South River, New Jersey

-

r¢`otitvt
Seise°'`e

SUPPRESSION

Samel,

SENCORE'
TUBE and
CAPACITOR
LEAKAGE
CHECKER

ItN, 1TUIIE

feed - through capacitors,
NTF, for rf noise suppression have been
announced by Cornell-1)ubilier Electric
Corp., S. Plainfield, N. I.
Capacitors are 3 -terminal designs to
simplify installation in chassis, bulkhead,
firewall, shield or other grounded metal
partitions. Units are said to afford minimum contact resistance to ground and
minimum mutual coupling between input and output terminals, with attenuation characteristics similar to those
obtained in applications using low-pass

63

Capacitance values are from .001 to 2
utfd, depending On voltage.
Further information in engineering
Lulletin 172.

mounts

f

CAPACITORS

rf noise filters.

pioneer &
outstanding
producer of
finest line
of antenna

SOUTH RIVER

o

51

45
6
57
63
4

-

patented South River
"Drop -Lock" mast
socket for easy installation on either
Peak, Flat or Pitched roofs. Heavy
gauge pipe mast socket has two
heavy duty screws
and lockouts
to secure mast. Factory assembled
and supplied in a heavily plated rust
resistant finish.
U.S. PAT. #2734708
WILITF. FOR NEW 1957 CATALOG
the

"Walk -Up"

56

55

Pyramid Electric Co

gz-

36

Electro-Voice, Inc.
Erie Resistor Corp

General Cement Manufacturing
Div. of Textron, Inc
General Electric Co., Electronic
Components Div.

PEAK

COMBINATION

56

EICO

°

why he prefers

Features

Dynamic Electronics-New York, Inc...49,

:

r. 10.11 r_

MODEL'
LC.2

reliable instrument for
indicating capacitor leakage with 50 volts applied.
Quickly indicates
Grid
to cothode leakage Grid
A

emission
Heater to cathode leakage
Gassy
tubes.

DEALER NET

POPULAR
SENCORE
PRODUCTS

KIT

46
53

Checks 70 Critical Tube Types

Tronsisto,
Tester
Leakage
Checker

LEADING DISTRIBUTORS

AT

EVERYWHERE
62
42
39

'

-

141.111111

Mfg by

Filament

SERVICE
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INSTRUMENTS

CORP.

S

OFFICIAL RD., ADDISON, ILL.
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Tester

Voltage
Regulator
Bias Supply

NMI
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PERSONNEL

THE

HANDIEST
TESTER

Europe's

largest selling
electronic tubes

E. KRUMREY has been appointed
manager of the jobber division of QuamNichols Co., 234 E. Marquette Rd.,
Chicago 37, Ill.
M.

YOU CAN HAVE
IN YOUR KIT

...and at standard

prices!

TELEFUNKEN

o

electronic pioneer
since 1903
Krumrey

Viles

has been appointed
vice president in charge of manufacture
of semiconductors of Federal Telephone
and Radio Co.
FRANK NI. VILES, JR.,

o

o

0

former products sales
manager of Jerrold Electronics Corp.,
has formed a new manufacturers' rep
organization covering the Middle Atlantie states. Firm located at 424 E. Aliens
Lane, Philadelphia 19, Pa., will serve
distributors and audio specialists in a
territory consisting of Eastern Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland and the District of Columbia.
HARRY ESTERSOHN,

THE ACME ELECTRIC

T-8394

VOLTAGE.
-ADJUSTOR

o

o

r

Gracen

II. LASSER5 is now jobber sales
manager of Columbia \Vire and Supply
Co., 2850 W. Irving Park Road, Chicago,
Ill.

o

o

NO
NO

o

C. DEUTSCH has joined the sales
stall of Electro -Voice, Inc., Buchanan,
Mich., as a factory sales engineer. Ile
will service most of the E-V distributor

and jobber accounts in

RETURNS

MICROPHONICS

Orro

DISTORTION

NO
COMPROMISE
WITH
QUALITY

the Chicago met-

ropolitan area.

Write for your Telefunken Tube Manual and
for the 'Tame of your nearest jobber.

Exclusively imported by

AMERICAN ELITE, INC.

CUBA, NEW YORK

Edinger

now marketing sermanager for Triplett Electrical
Instrument Co., Bluffton, O.

NORM EDINGER is

vice
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ACME ELECTRIC CORPORATION
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NOT A REPLACEMENT
BUT AN IMPROVEMENT!

Lassers

See this at your dealers.

474 WATER STREET

FUN
KEN

has been appointed vice
president, in charge of sales, of the
International \Vire and Cable Co., 520
North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Gracen formerly was general sales manager for iE Manufacturing.

simulated. Under these varying

And, in thousands of instances,
service customers have insisted on
buying this handy unit from the
service man so that they may maintain a normal voltage at the set
and enjoy top TV reception.
Furnished complete: primary cord
and plug; secondary receptacle; accurate meter indicates output voltage; control switch regulates secondary voltage. Compact, inexpensive.

TELE

SIDNEY CRACEN

Smart service men, who like to
save time and make more money
by doing so, are using the Acme
Electric T -8394M Voltage Adjustor
on every service call. With this unit,
varying voltage conditions ranging
from 95 to 125 volts input can be

voltage conditions defective components that function properly at
normal voltage, but cause trouble
at low voltage or over voltage can
be located and replaced.

o

I

Dept. Z,

7

Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

Exclusive importers also of Hi -Fi Home Systems,
Microphones and Hi.Fi FM Car Radios.
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Here's a complete merchandising program to start
your spring portable battery season with a bang!

PHILCO
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Portable Batteries
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a
PHILCO,
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Order your portable battery requirements from your Philco Distributor
on his special plan. Sell the batteries at regular profits ... and in addition,
get any of these extras at no extra cost to you.
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FREE

10% EXTRA in
Philco
Portable

Batteries
Order any
batteries a combination of Phil
in Philco portable extra 10% of co Portable
etan batteries of the amount
Your choice.

FREE
with purchase
$125.00
of
in Philco
portable
batteries

$25.00 Sily
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neida
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silversmiths

Service for bate

in anti -tarnish

chest

FREE

with purchase

of
$250.00 in
Philco
Portable batteries.

$49.50 Bulova
Watch
the shock
sistant of
"President" reChoice

n
for
wt

or lovely

expansion

ladies.

'

Anitaaor

bracelet

PLUS
Battery Philco
for (Your Display
Counter
Fours
with

portable battery dePhtico
ye

o

See

r~

your Philco Distributor or mail. coupon now!

Philco Corporation Accessory Division

"A"

NAME
ADDRESS

1

ACCESSORY DIVISION

& Allegheny Ave.
Philadelphia 34, Pa.

Street

Please send information on the Power Packed
Payoff on Philco portable batteries.

PHI ICO®
PHILA. 34, PA.

I

CITY

ZONE

,

STATE
S-457
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RCA

with advanced -technique super -aluminizing is the replacement Picture Tube that your customers know.
want, and will gladly pay for. IT TAKES RCA'S ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP TO PRODUCE THIS
QUALITY PICTURE TUBE. And it takes RCA's dramatic advertising in Life, Saturday Evening Post,
TV Guide, and on NBC-TV spectaculars and radio shows, to help you make the sale.
BUT IT TAKES YOU TO MAKE THE SALE. It takes your good business sense, your understanding of
the customers' needs, and your appreciation of a product that reflects your good reputation.
See your RCA Tube Distributor immediately for top-quality,
customer-accepted RCA Silverama Picture Tubes. You and your customers will be glad you did.

YOU and RCA... a winning team!

PICTURE TUBES

®
!.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Harrison, N.
Tube Division

J.

